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ABSTRACT

The Pantano Formation comprises 1,250 m of alluvial, fluvial,

lacustrine, and volcanic rocks deposited in a basin formed in response
to regional extension during mid- Tertiary time in southeastern Arizona.

During deposition, the locations and composition of sediment source
areas varied as contemporaneous uplift occurred adjacent to the basin.

The lower half of the formation was deposited as alluvial fans that
prograded northward, westward, and southward;

the upper half was

deposited during southwestward retreat of alluvial fan deposition and
the onset of lacustrine deposition. An andesite flow separates the two
depositional regimes.

Radiometric dates of 24.4 ± 2.6 m. y. B.P. for

the andesite and 36.7 ± 1.1 m . y . B.P. for a rhyolitic tuff disconformably underlying the formation indicate that deposition occurred during Oligocene to early Miocene time.

Proper stratigraphic sequencing

and description, paleocurrent analysis, and gravel provenance study
aided in understanding the depositional history of the formation.

ix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Location and Accessibility

The Pantano Formation exposures lie approximately 48 km (30

mi) southeast of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona (fig. 1) between the
Rincon and Empire Mountains on the north and south, respectively, and

the San Pedro and Tucson basins to the east and west, respectively.
The studied area, vollich is known locally as Cienega Gap, occupies all

or parts of secs. 13, 14, 15, and 19 through 36, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.,
and secs. 2 through 6, T. 17 S., R. 17 E.
Cienega Creek bisects the study area from southwest to northwest with north -flowing tributaries south of the creek and southwest -

flowing tributaries north of the creek. Interstate Highway 10 runs
southeasterly through the southern half of the study area, and Pantano

Road runs northeasterly to southeasterly through the northern half of

the area. Two sets of Southern Pacific railroad tracks roughly parallel
Pantano Road north of Cienega Creek.

Two El Paso Natural Gas pipe

lines run parallel to and just north and south of Pantano Road and
Interstate 10 , respectively .

Numerous dirt roads provide access to

farm and ranch land, pipelines, and railroad tracks.

All of the area is

readily accessible by foot from the major and minor roads.
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Figure 1. Location of study area, Pima County, Arizona
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Previous Work

The name Pantano beds was introduced by C. F. Tolman in 1912

(U.S. Geological Survey, 1912) during his mapping of the Tucson
30- minute quadrangle.

Brennan (1957) performed the first detailed

work on the then informal Pantano formation during his geological
reconnaissance of the Cienega Gap area. Brennan established a type

section supposedly 13,762 feet thick along U.S. Highway 80 (now
Interstate 10) through measurement from the Wi sec. 31, T. 16 S. , R.

17 E. to the eastern boundary of sec. 2, T. 17 S. , R. 17 E.

This

stuctural section repeats several stratigraphic units and omits other
units not exposed on the highway.

Metz (1963) remeasured and de-

scribed Brennan's type section and performed numerous petrographic
laboratory analyses on samples taken from that section.

A more detailed stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation was pre-

sented by Finnell (1971) during his mapping of the Empire Mountains
15- minute U.S. Geological Survey quadrangle.

His revised stratigraphy

was accepted by the U.S. Geological Survey when it raised the Pantano
to formal status (Finnell, 1970) . Finnell's units were generally applied

to Pantano exposures on the adjacent Rincon Valley U.S. Geological
Survey 15- minute quadrangle by Drewes (1977) .

The latest study, which was made by Grimm (1978) , concerns
the petrology and mode of formation of the pisolitic limestones contained
in the Pantano Formation.
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Goals and Character of Work

The goals of this study were the establishment and detailed

study of the proper stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation over the
entirety of its exposure area in Cienega Gap and an interpretation of
the depositional history of the formation based on that information.

To locate and understand the stratigraphic relationships within
the Pantano Formation, a geologic map of the Pantano Formation

exposures (fig.

2,

in pocket) was prepared at a scale of 1:18000 on a

base map formed by the adjacent corners of the Mount Fagan, The Narrows , Rincon Peak ,

and Vail U.S. Geological Survey 7f- minute

quadrangles.

Once the stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation was understood,
two measured sections were compiled and described (Appendix A) . De-

tailed stratigraphic information obtained from the measured sections and
from Pantano lithologies exposed where measurement was not feasible

allowed the interpretation of the depositional processes responsible for
the character and formation of the Pantano Formation . Paleocurrent and
gravel composition data were obtained from different horizons within the

Pantano Formation throughout the exposure area in order to illustrate
lateral and vertical variability in provenance and character.
From combined provenance data and interpretations of deposi-

tional environment, the depositional history of the Pantano Formation

was reconstructed to gain a better understanding of the middle Tertiary
geologic history of southeastern Arizona.

CHAPTER 2

GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA

Stratigraphy and Field Relations

Precambrian igneous rocks , the Permian Concha Limestone,
Lower Cretaceous Bisbee Group sedimentary rocks, Eocene -Oligocene

rhyolitic tuff, Miocene Nogales Formation, and varied Quaternary
deposits are exposed near the Pantano Formation in the mapped area

(fig. 2, in pocket) . These rocks and deposits were observed primarily

for their contact relations with the Pantano Formation .

General

observations were made concerning their lithology and stratigraphy.

All pre - Quaternary rocks in the study area have been disturbed

by faulting, and most contacts between rocks of different age are
faults.

Depositional contacts between different pre - Quaternary rock

units or formations are rarely seen . Quaternary deposits are represented by older pediment gravels and sands and by younger valley and
stream deposits.

What can best be described as in situ weathering debris forms a

thin veneer covering most of the study area containing Tertiary rocks.

The weathering debris developed due to the weak induration, crude
stratification, and coarse grain size of most of the Pantano and Nogales
Formations.

Although the debris covers much stratigraphy, the grain

size, lithology, and color of the debris are good indicators of the rock
type beneath.
5
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Best exposures of all rock types are located in roadcuts, wash
bottoms ,

or slopes of wash valleys.

Precambrian Rocks

Quartz monzonite and granodiorite are the two types of Precam-

brian igneous rocks that crop out in the study area.

A quartz monzonite is exposed in the center of sec. 5, T. 17

S., R. 17 E., at the southern boundary of the mapped area. Brennan
(1957) identified and described the quartz monzonite. It is phaneritic,

equigranular, and medium grained and contains, in descending abun-

dance, plagioclase, orthoclase, quartz, chlorite, biotite, and epidote.
The quartz monzonite is in fault contact with all surrounding rocks:
Precambrian granodiorite, Bisbee Group sedimentary rocks , and the
Pantano Formation.

A Precambrian age was inferred by Finnell (1971)

.

Granodiorite crops out in the center of sec. 5, T. 17 S. , R. 17
E. ,

and in a square-shaped exposure in the NE/ sec. 32, T. 16 S. , R.

17 E.

It is gray to green and medium to coarse grained. Petrographic

analysis by Brennan (1957) revealed the granodiorite to be composed

of, in descending abundance, orthoclase, quartz, plagioclase, muscovite , and chlorite .

I tentatively identified this granodiorite as the

Rincon Valley Granodiorite (Drewes, 1978) , with a K -Ar age of 1,450 ±

50 m. y. (Marvin and others, 1973) .

Exposures of the granodiorite are fault bounded against Bisbee

Group rocks, the Pantano Formation, and, in the southern exposure,
Precambrian quartz monzonite.

Both exposures display a nonconform-

able contact with Bisbee Group arkosic conglomerate.
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Permian Concha Limestone

A small sliver of Permian Concha Limestone crops out in the

NEI sec. 20 and NWÌ sec. 21, T . 16 S. , R. 17 E.
gray , fine-grained , cherty limestone.

The Concha is a

The small outcrop is fault

bounded against Bisbee Group rocks and the Pantano Formation .
Cretaceous Bisbee Group

Rocks belonging to the Lower Cretaceous Bisbee Group crop out

extensively in the mapped area.

They form the southern boundary of

the area, occupying most of secs. 3, 4, 5, and 6, T. 17 S. , R. 17 E.
A thumb - shaped exposure of Bisbee Group rocks extends from this

boundary into the center of the map area through secs. 32 ,

33 , 28 ,

and

29, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
Brennan (1957) tentatively identified these rocks as the Bisbee

Formation and generally described their stratigraphy and character.
Finnell (1971) , in mapping the U . S . Geological Survey (1957) Empire

Mountains 15- minute quadrangle, used Bisbee Group stratigraphy previously applied to the Empire Mountains by Schafroth (1968)

.

Drewes

(1978) used the same stratigraphy in mapping the adjacent U.S.
Geological Survey (1958) Rincon Valley quadrangle.

Few stratigraphically continuous exposures of Bisbee Group

rocks are found in the mapped area due to disruption by faulting .
Fracturing is especially intense near some fault boundaries with the
Pantano Formation .

Bedding is generally east dipping .

The strati -

stratigraphic section in secs. 4 and 5 is apparently overturned
(Brennan, 1957) .
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A nonconformable contact between Precambrian granodiorite and

arkosic conglomerate marks the base of the Bisbee Group. The con-

glomerate gravel and matrix are derived solely from the underlying
granodiorite.

This lowermost Bisbee Group lithology is the Glance

Conglomerate .

This particular representative of the Glance can be

further defined as the upper granitic lithofacies of the Empire
Mountains Glance Conglomerate (Bilodeau, 1978) .

In sec. 32, the northeast -dipping Glance Conglomerate grades
upward into arkosic sandstones and shales of the Willow Canyon Formation .

This section is abruptly terminated by faulting . To the north

and south, this sequence is faulted against similar but stratigraphically

higher arkosic sandstones and shales.

These reddish arkosic rocks

become predominantly greenish upward in the section.

Thick sections of alternating reddish sandstones and mudstones

located south of Interstate 10 in secs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are assigned to
the Shellenberger Canyon Formation (Finnell,

1971) .

Arkosic sand-

stones, laminated black limestones, and calcareous sandstones of the
Apache Canyon Formation are also exposed south of Interstate 10.
Eocene -Oligocene Rhyolitic Tuff

A light -pink to pale -purple (5 RP 6/2) rhyolitic tuff is exposed

in a band of small fault blocks and larger, mostly covered exposures,
which extend northwesterly through north - central sec. 4, T. 17 S.

,

R.

17 E., into the SW* sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. The tuff outcrops are
immediately adjacent to and parallel to Cretaceous exposures in that
area.

Near the northern boundary of sec. 4, 150 m south of the large

9

bend in the major wash a small exposure displays the south -dipping tuff

in angular unconformity upon highly fractured Bisbee Group siltstone.
The same exposure illustrates a disconformable contact with the basal
Pantano Formation.
tion .

Fifteen meters of tuff were measured at this loca-

All other tuff contacts are covered or faulted.

Very poorly exposed, small exposures of rhyolitic tuff also
occur between the two southwesterly draining washes on the southern

boundary of sec. 20, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. The tuff exposures are less
than 15 m in extent and 5 m in height, are irregularly shaped, and are
surrounded by the Pantano andesite; these characteristics suggest that
they are exotic blocks in the andesite.
The rhyolitic tuff has a microcrystalline groundmass containing
fine- to medium -grained biotite and sanidine.

It is lithic, containing

coarse to very coarse sand and granule- to boulder -size gravel derived
from the underlying Bisbee Group . Pumice clasts are rare;

flow brec-

ciation is displayed in some exposures.

Sanidine from the tuff exposed on Interstate 10 was dated at
37.6 ± 1.7 m. y. B.P. (Marvin, Naeser, and Mehnert, 1978) , placing it
at or near the Eocene -Oligocene boundary.

Biotite from the sec. 20

tuff exposures was dated at 29.47 ± 0.9 m . y . B.P. (Shafiqullah and
others, 1978)

.

Finnell (1971) included the tuff in the Pantano Formation above

the base of the formation.

Because it was impossible to ascertain the

length of time represented by the disconformable tuff -Pantano contact,

the tuff is not included here in the Pantano Formation.
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Oligocene- Miocene Pantano Formation

The Pantano Formation is exposed over the remainder of the

study area not occupied by older rocks or minor exposures of upper
Miocene rocks .

Pantano strata are generally east to northeast dipping

at 25 to 45 degrees, except in the Ni sec. 19, T. 16 S. , R. 17 E.
where they dip westward at similar angles. The eastward dip displays

repetitive sections of the Pantano Formation in proper stratigraphic
order from west to east and northeast . The lower parts of the Pantano
Formation are generally located near Cretaceous and older rocks and in
fault contact with them .

The youngest strata are located in the north-

eastern corner and eastern edge of the study area. As previously
mentioned, a small exposure in sec. 4 displays basal conglomerate of the
Pantano Formation in disconformable contact with the Eocene -Oligocene

rhyolitic tuff .

Brennan (1957) performed the first detailed stratigraphic study
of the then informal Pantano formation , establishing a 4, 200 -m -thick
type section measured along U . S . Highway 80 (now Interstate 10) from

the western edge of sec. 31, T . 16 S . ,

R.

boundary of sec.

The type section is marked

2,

T . 17 S . , R .

17 E.

17 E. , to the eastern

by repetitive sequences of coarsening- upward conglomerates capped by

porphyritic andesites .

Brennan acknowledged possible structural

repetition in the extremely thick type section and noted omission of
units exposed north of the highway .

The Pantano Formation was formally adopted by the U . S .
Geological Survey after stratigraphic description by Finnell
during mapping of the Empire Mountains 15- minute quadrangle.

(1970)

Finnell
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divided the Pantano Formation into five units , which have a combined
thickness of 1, 950 m (table 1) .

Finnell recognized structural repetition

in Brennan's type section and omission of other units . He also stated
that there are three angular unconformities within the formation.

As a result of more detailed mapping conducted for this thesis,

a revised stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation is presented. Six in-

formal members have been recognized and defined (table 1) that are

generally similar to Finnell's original units but differ in important
details , including an understanding and inclusion of strata exposed in

the adjacent Rincon Valley quadrangle.

The most important differences

from Finnell's Panta, ao Formation are:
1.

Recognition that the rhyolitic tuff included in Finnell's unit 1

disconformably underlies the Pantano Formation.
2.

Limestones of unit 2 contained in the limestone and sandstone

member are more abundant than previously thought.
3.

Recognition of monolithologic breccia at the top of the formation

as a distinct unit.
4.

No field evidence for Finnell's three angular unconformities.

It is further recognized that Brennan's type section consists of multiple, structurally repeated sections of the conglomerate and andesite
members and his section should be abandoned in favor of a new type
section compiled from this thesis.

A radiometric age of 24.93 ± 2.6 m.y (Shafiqullah and others,
1978) obtained for a sample of the andesite member places it and the

12

Table 1.

Generalized stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation
Pantano Formation
of Finnell (1970)

Unit 1: lowest unit, reddish brown bouldery mudstone and
siltstone, conglomeratic
sandstone, conglomerate and

at least one rhyolitic tuff of
ash -flow origin ; in fault
contact with Bisbee Group rocks
on Interstate 10; at least

Pantano Formation

of this Study

Basal conglomerate member:

moderate red, boulder to pebble
conglomerate, normally grading
to sandstone; bedding thins upsection; rests concordantly on
36.7 -m. y. -old rhyolitic tuff ;

at least 50 m thick.

480 m thick.

Unit 2: red and yellowish -gray
mudstone alternating with fine
conglomerate and conglomeratic
sandstone of the same colors;

in the upper 30 m it contains
at least four beds of olive gray, partly oolitic, sandy
argillaceous limestone;
thick.

Limestone and sandstone member:
red and yellowish -gray sandy
conglomerate, pebbly sandstone
and sandy mudstone interbedded

with numerous thin, slightly
pisolitic limestones;
thick.

145 m

150 m

Unit 3: massive to poorly bedded Middle conglomerate member: pale reddish -brown conglomerate with
pale -red crudely stratified Iona few mudstone and coarseglomerate, pebbly sandstone and

grained sandstone particles;
pinches out 100 m south of
Interstate 10, extends northward for at least 3 km; at
least 750 m thick.
flow of dark- purplishandesite, bearing large plagioclase phenocrysts; upper part

Unit 4:

of flow is eroded, and the
andesite thins to a featheredge 100 m south of Interstate
10.

rare sandstone and mudstone in
an inversely graded, thickening
upward sequence; gravel reaches
1 m in diameter; 500 m thick.
grayish -red
andesite porphyry , phenocrysts
compose 25% to 30% of the andesite; upper part of andesite is
eroded; pinches out near Inter-

Andesite member:

state 10 and thickens northward;
0 to 45 m thick.
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Table 1. Generalized stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation -- Continued
Pantano Formation
of Finnell (1970)

Pantano Formation

of this Study

Unit 5: locally contains a darkMudstone member: conglomerate,
purplish -gray volcanic consandstone, and mudstone in a
glomerate, where present grades
normally graded sequence; basal
upward into purplish -gray and
conglomerate is laterally variyellowish -brown conglomeratic
able; gypsum beds and veins
sandstone that grades upward
occur in the mudstones , which
and northward into fine -grained
compose the upper 290 m; a cal -

tuffaceous sandstone, siltstone and gypsiferous claystone
containing a few interbeds of
sandstone and angular conglomerate or monolithologic breccia; at least three tuff beds
occur near the middle; at
least 480 m thick.

careous tuff occurs in the sandstone interval south of Inter state 10; rests conformably on
the andesite member or conglomerate member; 507 m thick.

Breccia member: matrixless, locally
monolithologic breccia composed of

the Abrigo Formation, Bolsa
Quartzite and Rincon Valley
Grano -diorite, from a maximum
thickness near Aqua Verde
Creek, thins southward, pinching

out south of Interstate 10; 50 to
0 m thick.

Total Thickness

1,960 m

Total Thickness

1,277 m
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enveloping Pantano Formation sediments near the Oligocene- Miocene
boundary.

Detailed stratigraphy, including two new measured sections, and

the depositional history of the Pantano Formation are presented later in

this thesis.
Miocene Nogales Formation

Rocks exposed in the El sec. 19 and W/ sec. 19, T. 16 S., R.
17 E. , are newly assigned to the Nogales Formation of Miocene age
(Drewes, 1972) .

The Nogales Formation is composed of weakly indur-

ated, coarse -grained sandstone and matrix- supported conglomerate.

Bedding is horizontal or slightly lenticular but very crude. Sharp
bedding planes within the exposed formation are exceedingly rare.
Lenticular lobate beds of chaotic boulders and mud were noted.

Color of the Nogales Formation ranges from very light grayish
orange (10 YR 7/4) to pinkish gray (5 YR 8/1).

Basaltic and andesitic

volcanic rocks and Paleozoic limestones compose the gravel fraction of
the conglomerate.

The formation exposed in sec. 19 is much more

conglomeratic that that exposed in sec. 35. Overall differences in
character, particularly gravel lithologies, easterly transport direction of
the rocks reflected by gravel imbrication, and eastward fining warrant
their separation from the Pantano Formation .

Following the relatively

catastrophic deposition of the Pantano breccia member, the Nogales
Formation represents a new regime of coarse clastic deposition in the
area with a new unique source area to the west.
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Quaternary Deposits

Three types of Quaternary deposits occur in the mapped area:

older pediment gravels and sands ,
(

Holocene fine -grained valley

cienega) deposits, and modern stream alluvium.

Pediment gravels and sands occur as continuous , horizontal to
very shallow dipping sheets of sediment adjacent to and extending from

the mapped area to the east and west . These sediments were at one
time continuous over the entire mapped area, but stream dissection has

left only remnants of that sheet as isolated caps on higher hills.
The pediment gravels are in angular unconformity with all older

rocks in the area .

he gravels are very crudely stratified and often

display a channeled base.

Grain size ranges from clay to very coarse

sand, with granule- to cobble -size gravel.

Gravel lithologies are

representative of all older rocks in the area. The gravels are moder-

They are very light
Thickness of the pediment gravel ranges from 4 to 10 m.

ately to well cemented by calcium carbonate.
brown.

Melton (1965) assigned a Wisconsinan age to these deposits .

Holocene

fine - grained valley or cienega deposits occur in the present drainage
valleys and are being dissected by modern streams .
These deposits are composed of horizontally bedded, unconsoli-

dated mud with rare sand and gravel .

Clay and silt compose 75 to 95

percent by weight of these deposits

(Melton ,

1965) .

Thickest

exposures are approximately 10 m thick .

Radiocarbon dates obtained from carbonaceous layers high and

low in cienega deposits in southeastern Pima County show that
deposition of these beds occurred between 2,470 and 1,850 yr B . P .
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Erosion of these deposits has recently occurred and has accelerated
within the past hundred years due to overgrazing (Melton, 1965) .

Un-

consolidated gravel and sand constitute modern stream alluvium.
Structural Geology
Faults

Structure in the study area occurring subsequent to deposition
of the Miocene Nogales Formation is exclusively represented by
high -angle normal faults.

Faulting is pervasive, and scale consider-

ations precluded mapping many faults with centimeters to meters of
displacement.

Five distinct sets of faults were identified. Fifty -one fault
orientations, obtained in the field, were projected onto an equal area

stereonet to calculate the mean density point (Ramsay, 1967) and
average attitude for faults clustered in each set. Average orientations

of the five sets are:
ENE.;

(1) N. 21° E. ,

(3) N. 66° E., 52° NNW;

63° WNW.;

(2) N. 24° W., 67°

(4) N. 54° W., 49° NE.; and (5) N.

6° E., 77° E.
Fault Set 1 (N. 21° E. ,

63° WNW)

.

Listric ( ?) normal faults

with an average orientation of N. 21° E. , 63° WNW. generated the east

to northeast dip of most bedding in the study area by uniform dip -slip,

rotation, and tilting of 25 to 45 degrees.

Rotation and tilting facilitated

small- and large -scale repetition of stratigraphy in a west to east
direction.
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These faults are most abundant or identifiable south of Cienega

Creek where they involve all rock types. The largest identifiable fault

of this set occurs in the bottom of Davidson Canyon in sec. 31, T. 16

S., R. 17 E. Near the northern boundary of sec. 31, on the east side
of the wash, the Pantano middle conglomerate member is brought into
contact with gypsum- bearing mudstone and sedimentary breccia from

near the top of the Pantano Formation. Estimated relative displacement
is 300 to 400 m.

Repetitive andesite exposures, located in the NE* sec.

31, NW* sec. 32, and SW* sec. 29, and sec. 34, T. 16 S., T. 17 E.,
illustrate parallel faulting of lesser magnitude. Numerous small faults of

this set are displayed in Interstate 10 roadcuts and within resistant
Pantano andesite exposures.

Gross stratigraphy suggests that a large fault of this type with
relative displacement exceeding 1,000 m occurred through sec. 5, T. 17

S., R. 17 E., and secs. 32, 29, and 20( ?) , T. 16 S., R. 17 E.

From

the western edge of Precambrian and Cretaceous exposures located in
secs. 5, 32, 29, and 20(?) east- to north -east -dipping rocks roughly

occur in their proper stratigraphic order eastward to the edge of the
study area and Nogales Formation exposures.

Similarly, large portions

of the Pantano Formation occur in proper stratigraphic order, from west

to east, in the western third of the study area with upper Pantano
lithologies in contact with Precambrian and Cretaceous rocks along the
proposed fault.

These faults are the oldest of the five types, as illustrated by
crosscutting faults and general field relationships.
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Fault Set 2 (N. 24° W. , 67° ENE) .

Faults of fault set 2

disturb the Bisbee Group, Pantano Formation, and rhyolitic tuff in a

restricted area adjacent to the bend in the boundary between
Cretaceous and younger rocks in sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., and
sec. 4, T. 17 S., R. 17 E. In the Ni sec. 4 and southern edge of
sec. 33. , this faulting involves all rock types.

Northward, similar

faults are confined to Pantano lithologies, terminating against a
north - south -striking fault separating the Bisbee Group and Pantano
Formation.

These faults displace previously structurally disturbed beds

with no apparent r:, ation or tilting .

North -trending (N. 6° E.,

77° E.-type) and east -northeast -trending (N. 66° E., 52° N.-type)

faults truncate faults of this set.

Fault Set 3 (N. 66° E., 52° N.) . Fault set 3 faults are found
throughout the study area and involve all rock types . They are normal
faults , which dip mostly northward but occasionally dip southward at

similar angles.

Slickenside striae trend perpendicular to strike on

north- and south -dipping faults.

One of the larger of these faults occurring in secs. 29 and 30,
T.

16

S., R. 17 E. truncates repetitive, north -striking Pantano

andesite beds on the south, bringing them into contact with eastdipping mudstones of the upper part of the Pantano Formation.
East- to northeast -dipping Pantano andesite exposed throughout

secs. 21, 27, 28, and 34, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., is fragmented by set 3
faults, several of which can be traced into the northeastern corner of
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the mapped area, disturbing the Pantano breccia member and helping to
form the southwesterly drainage of that area.

Sections 33 and 32, T. 16 S.

,

R. 17 E. , display numerous set 3

faults, both north- and south-dipping, involving Precambrian to Tertiary rocks. Field relationships indicate that these faults succeeded N.
21 E.- and N. 29° W.-type faulting and preceded N. 6° E. faulting.
Fault Set 4 (N. 59° W. , 49° NE.) .

Normal faults of fault set 4

greatly contributed to the current distribution of all rock types in the
area.

Most are northeast dipping, but rare southwest -dipping faults

occur.

Major faulting of this type forms the boundary between Bisbee

Group and younger rocks in the southern study area and truncates the

northern extension of Cretaceous rocks in secs. 28 and 29, T. 16 S.,

R. 17 E. The fault that occurs in secs. 28 and 29 can be traced
northwestward into Pantano lithologies, juxtaposing different parts of
that formation that were previously structurally disturbed.

In the NEI sec. 3, T. 17 S., R. 17 E., the east -dipping
Pantano conglomerate -andesite -mudstone member contact is offset by a
N. 50° W.

,

50- degree south -dipping fault included in this set.

Poor exposure limits the information obtainable on most existing

faults of fault set 4. These faults clearly affected previously disturbed

rocks, but relationships with faulting other than that of the initial N.
21° E. set is unclear.
Fault Set 5 (N. 6° E . , 77°E.). Fault set 5 faults occur mostly

in the southeastern study area where they are visible in Interstate 10
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roadcuts, displaying normal offset of 5 to 20 m. Large -scale, north trending faults blocking out Precambrian and Cretaceous exposures in

secs. 32, 33, 28, and 29, T. 16 S., T. 17 E. are poorly understood
but may be related to this set. Otherwise N. 6° E., 77° E faulting is a
minor component of structure in the area.

All field relationships suggest that this faulting is the youngest

in the study area.
Miocene Structural Development

Rotation and tilting of bedding by parallel listric(?) normal
faults, averaging N. 21° E., 63° WNW. in orientation, established a

pattern of east -dipping repetitive stratigraphy throughout the study
area.

The existence of a large primary fault of this type with an

apparent relative offset exceeding 1,000 m, is suggested by gross
repetition of thick intervals of stratigraphy in the eastern two -third
and western third of the study area. Additional repetition within these
two large areas was accommodated by parallel secondary faults.

Abun-

dant normal faulting arrayed in sets averaging N. 24° W., 67° ENE.,

N. 66° E., 52° NNW., N. 54° W., 49° NE., and N. 6° E., 77° E.,
subsequently altered the east -dipping pattern with mainly north -,
northeast -, and east -directed normal displacement.

Those faults

averaging N. 6° E. , 77° E., are the youngest in the study area.
Interrelationships of the three other fault sets are unclear.
Initial listric(?) normal faulting that occurred in the study area
is probably related to mid -Miocene listric(?) normal faulting occurring
throughout the Basin and Range province (Davis, 1981) . This regional
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faulting episode has been dated at no older than 17 m . y . B.P. and as
young as 12 m. y. B.P. (Damon, 1973; Rehrig, Shafiqullah, and Damon,
1980) but preceding late Miocene block faulting of the basin -and -range

disturbance (Eberly and Stanley, 1978; Shafiqullah and others, 1978) .
The west -northwest -east- southeast - directed extension expressed by
these faults in the

study area is at odds with the

northeast - southwest - directed extension typical of mid- Miocene listric(?)

normal faulting in southeastern Arizona (Davis, 1981; Davis, Anderson,
and Gardulski, 1981) .

The youngest faults in the area, striking roughly north -south,
are related to post- , -m.y. -old faulting of the Basin and Range distur-

bance (Eberly and Stanley, 1978; Davis, 1981) .

Their extensional

direction is parallel to the general east -west extension characteristic of

Basin and Range faulting in southeastern Arizona and the local area
(Davis, 1981; Menges, 1981) .

These faults are the youngest in the

study area as is Basin and Range faulting in the larger area.
Faults in the study area that postdate listric(?) normal faulting
and apparently predate Basin and Range faulting display orientations
and offsets incongruous with these two structural episodes. A possible

explanation may lie in the fact that the study area lies in a potentially
structurally complex area topographically transitional between the
Empire and Rincon mountain ranges on the south and north, respective-

ly, and the Tucson and San Pedro basins on the west and east, respectively.

This position subjected the study area to unique stresses

following listric(?) normal faulting as the Basin and Range disturbance,
which blocked out- the mountains and basins, began its development.

CHAPTER 3
STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT
OF THE PANTANO FORMATION

Stratigraphy
The Pantano Formation can be divided into six informal members

based on differences in lithology (fig. 3) .
Basal Conglomerate Member

The basal conglomerate member of the Pantano Formation is a
normally graded sequence of sandy conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, and
sandstone capped

The base of the

very thin micritic limestone.

member rests disconformably on 37.6 -m. y. -old rhyolitic tuff.

conglomerate member is at least 50 m thick .

The basal

Exposures of the member

are limited to sec. 4, T. 17 S., R. 17 E., sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17
E.

,

and a small fault sliver on westbound Interstate 10 in sec. 32. , T.

16 S., R. 17 E.
Except for the well- defined lenticular limestone, stratification is

very crude.

The poorly defined, very thin to thick bedding displays

no sharp bedding planes but clearly thins up section.
The slightly calcareous , slightly clayey, very poorly sorted

sandstone matrix generally supports the granule- to boulder -size
gravel.

The coarsest intervals, found low in the member, are clast

supported, bearing a slightly imbricate fabric (fig.
22

4)

.

The gravel is
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Figure 3.

Generalized stratigraphy of the Pantano Formation
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Figure 4. Conglomeratic sandstone, basal conglomerate member,
Pantano Formation, sec. 23 , T. 16 S . , R. 17 E . , Pima County , Arizona
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primarily composed of olive -green sandstone, which is angular low in
the member, becoming subrounded up section.

Hematite, which stains most of the member, is a distinct moder-

ate red (5 R 4/6) and forms a heavy rind on most of the gravel. The
upper 4 m grade from moderate red to yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2).

The

limestone is olive gray (5 Y 3/2).
Limestone and Sandstone Member

Resting conformably on the basal conglomerate member is a
145 -m -thick sequence of interbedded thin limestones and graded clastic
rocks.

The clastic ^,- ?cks are primarily composed of pebbly sandstones

but range in lithology from sandy conglomerate to mudstone .

The

limestones occur in the lower 25 m and upper 50 m of the member, with
the intervening 70 m containing only one limestone bed.

The limestone -

bearing intervals share most lithologic characteristics but differ in
internal and external grading style.

At least 13 limestone beds were

noted.

All of the limestones are thin bedded, broadly lenticular, and
micritic to recrystallized and contain minor amounts of oolites , quartz
sand , and broken and whole pisolites (fig .

5)

.

The nuclei of the piso-

lites include micritic intraclasts , quartz sand , and broken or whole
pisolites.

Thin lenses of reddish -brown chert blebs occasionally occur

near the tops of individual limestone beds. Petrographic analyses performed on Pantano Formation limestones by Grimm (1978) revealed them

to be composed of very fine to fine- crystalline calcite containing
variable amounts of pisolites, pelletoids, and plant fragments with
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Figure 5. Pisolitic limestone, limestone and sandstone member,
Pantano Formation, sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona
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sparse subangular to subrounded quartz sand. The allochems are mud supported in random orientations and commonly have microcrysatlline

calcite intraclasts as nuclei.

Secondary recrystallization and silici-

fication are common.

The clastic interbeds are crudely stratified and very thin to
thin -bedded with rare sharp bedding planes . Pebbly sandstones , which

compose most of the clastic rocks, have a very poorly sorted, very fine
to very coarse grained sandstone matrix supporting granule- to pebble -

size subrounded gravel.

The gravel is primarily composed of vari-

colored sandstones.

The lower limestone- bearing interval is marked by repetitive,
normally graded clastic sequences capped by sharply bounded limestone
beds.

In the upper limestone- bearing interval, the limestones have

sharp bases but grade inversely into calcareous sandstones and pebbly
sandstone.

Clastic rocks separating the two limestone- bearing intervals

display both inverse and normal . grading , often in continuous sequences

of grading reversals.

Color within the clastic rocks ranges from grayish red (5 R
4/2) to yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2) to light brown (5 YR 5/6) and often
display gradation in grain size. The limestones are light brownish gray

(5 YR 6/1) to yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2) and light gray (N 3) to dark
gray (N 7) .
Pollen assemblages obtained from Pantano Formation limestones
are of Miocene age (Grimm, 1978, p. 28) .

Exposure of the limestone and sandstone member is very limited.

Good exposures occur only in the Wi sec. 33, T . 16 S. , R. 17
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E.

Exposures in NWn sec. 5, T. 17 S., R. 17 E., are mostly covered,

whereas those in the Si sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. and SEI sec. 3,
T. 17 S. , R. 17 E. are small fragmental fault blocks. The member is
not exposed north of Cienega Creek.
Middle Conglomerate Member

The middle conglomerate member is a thick, coarsening- upward

sequence of conglomerate, sandy conglomerate, and pebbly sandstone

containing occasional sandstone lenses and beds and rare mudstone
beds.

The member is subdivided into laterally equivalent facies, facies

I and facies II, based on differences in color, gravel lithology and
shape, and stratification style (table 2) . Facies II is exposed in secs.

19, 20, and 21, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. All other exposures of the middle
conglomerate member are composed of facies I, except for an obscure

gradation zone, which extends from the Wi sec. 19 into NW* sec. 28,

T. 16 S. , R. 17 E. An approximate thickness of 495 m was obtained
for the middle conglomerate member in facies I exposures contained in
measured section 1.

Facies II conglomerates are too poorly exposed to

permit a detailed study, but a rough profile of facies II of the middle
conglomerate member can be viewed by traversing northeastward
upstream in the wash system contained in the El sec. 20 and Wi sec.

21, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
The base of the middle conglomerate member is gradational with

inversely graded calcareous sandstones and pebbly sandstones of the
upper limestone and sandstone member.

A color change from yellowish

gray to pale red approximately marks the contact.
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Table 2. Differences between facies I and II of the middle conglomerate
member, Pantano Formation

Facies I

Facies II

Crudely stratified, lacks
sharp bedding planes,
occasional inverse or

Distinct beds bearing
sharp bedding planes,
inverse grading over the
lower third and normal
grading over the upper
third of individual beds

Gravel
lithology

Dominated by olive -green

Dominated by dark -gray
laminated limestone and
olive -green sandstone

Gravel shape

Subrounded

Angular to subangular

Color

Pa:IL' red (10 R 6/2) to
pale reddish brown
(10 R 5/4)

Olive gray (5 Y 3/2) to
brownish gray (5 YR 4/1)

Bedding and
sedimentation

normal grading

sandstone, rhyolitic tuff,
and quartz latite
porphyry
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Facies I.

Facies I of the middle conglomerate member is a

crudely stratified, thin- to thick -bedded, inversely graded sequence of
conglomerate, sandy conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, and rare mud stone.
6)

.

Bedding is poorly defined, horizontal to broadly lenticular (fig.

Sharp bedding planes are rare, and where they do occur become

gradational laterally.

The lower 110 m of the facies I is composed of medium- scale,

trough cross -bedded pebbly sandstone and sandstone with occasional
mudstone interbeds. Convoluted bedding is common.

The pebbly sand-

stones grade rapidly upward into coarse conglomeratic rocks displaying

internal inverse and normal grading between clast- supported, slightly
imbricated conglomerate and matrix - supported unorganized sandy con-

glomerate, and pebbly sandstone.

In coarser intervals upper bedding

planes are often broken by large gravel.
Throughout the facies I conglomerates, the sandstone matrix is

an arkosic, very poorly sorted mixture of very coarse to very fine sand
with minor clay.

The gravel is subrounded, nonspherical, and granule -

to boulder -size, averaging about 5 cm in diameter.

Gravel becomes

more abundant and larger upsection, with boulders 1 m in diameter
appearing near the top of the member.

The gravel is primarily corn -

posed of varicolored sandstones, rhyolitic tuff, and light -gray quartz
latite porphyry. The tuff and quartz latite porphyry form the largest
gravel upsection.

Metz (1963) performed laboratory analyses on the clastic rocks

exposed in Brennan's type section.

His findings can be tentatively

applied to facies I conglomerates as that unit composes approximately
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Figure 6. East -dipping facies I of middle conglomerate member,
Pantano Formation, Insterstate 10 roadcut, Pima County, Arizona
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two -thirds of all exposed Pantano Formation in the old type section.
Sandstones and the sandstone matrix of conglomeratic rocks are arkosic
with quartz -feldspar ratios of 0.87 and 0.93 , respectively . All sampled

units are very poorly sorted and are composed of 10 to 13 percent by
weight calcium carbonate .

Apatite , zircon , and authigenic barite are

the primary heavy minerals contained in all sampled units.

All facies I conglomerate is pale red (10 R 6/2 and 5 R 6/2) or
pale reddish brown (10 R 5 /4) .

The upper 15 m grade to a darker

reddish brown.

Facies II. Well- defined, repetitive, internally graded beds form
facies II of the middle conglomerate member .

A typical bed is thin to

thick bedded , sharply bounded , and slightly lenticular and displays

over its basal third inverse grading from matrix -supported pebbly
sandstone to clast- supported, slightly imbricated conglomerate followed

by normal grading to sandy mudstone over the upper two -thirds of a
bed ( fig .

7)

.

The top of each bed is truncated by an erosional sur-

face, which initiates the next sequence. The sandy mudstone occurring
at the top of a bed is often laminated and laterally discontinuous or may
be absent from incomplete sequences.

Beds in which the graded se-

quence is poorly developed are composed of matrix- to clast- supported

conglomerate and sandy conglomerate with gravel often protruding
through bedding planes into overlying beds.
contain sandstone dikes .

These beds occasionally

Thick sandy mudstones bearing isolated cob-

bles and boulders occasionally occur as interbeds .

Figure 7.

Typical facies II bed of middle conglomerate member,
Pantano Formation, sec. 21, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona
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The sandstone matrix and sandstones composing facies II units

are very poorly sorted, muddy, very fine to very coarse sand. The
gravel is granule- to cobble -size and angular to subangular and is
sometimes coated with a dark rind.
The lower 20 m ( ?) of facies II exposures are composed of thin,

very poorly sorted sandstones and mudstone interbeds.
Facies II conglomerates are olive -gray (5 Y 3/2) to light olive

gray (5Y 5/2) and brownish gray (5 YR 4/1). The upper 30 m grade
from brownish gray to grayish red (10 R 4/2).
Gradation 2

e.

An obscure gradation zone of facies I and

facies II lithologies extends southeastward from the El, sec. 19,
through the SEI sec. 20, NEI sec. 29, and NWI sec. 28, T. 16 S., R.
17 E.

The gradation zone is best displayed just south of Pantano Road

in a wash in the center of sec. 20. In the wash, exposures of the
middle conglomerate member display facies I and II gravel assemblages

in alternating beds .

The conglomerates are an intermediate light

brownish gray.
Andesite Member

The Pantano andesite member is porphyritic and contains 1- to
4 -cm -long ,

subhedral to euhedral plagioclase phenocrysts in a

grayish -red (10 R 4/2) aphanitic groundmass.

The phenocrysts

compose 25 -30 percent of the andesite.

The andesite member is thickest in the northern and central
mapped area, thins southward, and eventually pinches out near Interstate 10. The andesite member is 47 m thick in the NWI sec. 21, T. 16
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S.

,

R. 17 E. , 36 m thick in the bottom of Cienega Creek in sec. 34, T .

16 S. , R. 17 E. , and 20 m thick in measured section 2 in an Interstate

10 roadcut in the Wi sec. 32, T . 17 S. , R. 17 E. The andesite member
pinches out approximately 150 m south of Interstate 10 in the SWI sec.

32 and north of Interstate 10 in the NEi sec. 3, T. 17 S., R. 17 E. on
the boundary with sec. 34, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
The contact between the andesite member and the underlying
middle conglomerate member is sharp , concordant , and slightly irregular

(fig. 8) . The underlying conglomerate is unaltered, but the basal 5 cm
of the andesite member is yellowish gray and slightly vesicular and con-

tains plagioclase phenocrysts less than 1 cm in diameter, which are
aligned in a horizontally laminated fabric.

The upper several meters of

the andesite is heavily weathered (fig. 9) .

Mud clasts and streaks and calcite veins and vugs occasionally
occur in the andesite member.
Plagioclase taken from the andesite member where the Southern

Pacific railroad tracks and Pantano Road cross Cienega Creek in sec.

19, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. was dated at 24.93 m.y (Shafiqullah, 1978) .
This date places the age of the andesite member near the Oligocene Miocene boundary.
Mudstone Member

The mudstone member rests concordantly on the andesite mem-

ber, or where the andesite member is not present, the middle conglomerate member.
section

1

The mudstone member as represented in measured

is approximately 500 m thick and displays overall normal
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grading from a basal conglomerate of laterally varying character,
through an interval of sandstone, locally containing a calcareous tuff
bed, into a 280 -m -thick sequence of gypsiferous mudstone and clay stone.

Accompanying the overall normal grading is a thinning of

bedding upsection.

The character of the basal conglomerate of the mudstone member

varies in a north -south direction .

In southern exposures , immediately

above the contact with the middle conglomerate member or thinned edge

of the andesite member, several meters of interbedded thin mudstones
and sandstones rapidly grade into crudely stratified sandy conglomerate
and pebbly sandstone. The basal conglomerate of the mudstone member

in southern exposures is initially similar to the underlying middle
conglomerate member in lithology and stratigraphy but rapidly becomes

more crudely stratified, grading from pale reds to orangish pink and
pinkish gray.

The gravel becomes dominated by volcanic rocks.

In

measured section 1 the basal conglomerate is 85 m thick.

Northward into the central mapped area, Pantano andesite
becomes the dominant gravel lithology in the basal conglomerate of the
mudstone member.

An exposure in a wash that runs along the bound-

ary of secs. 20 and 29, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. displays the basal conglomerate of the mudstone member with Pantano andesite forming 100

percent of the gravel. In a small wash in the NWINWI sec. 32 and
SW1SW: sec 29, T. 16 S., R. 17 E, , the contact between the andesite
member and the mudstone member is gradational, from intact andesite
into crudely stratified andesite conglomerate .

Throughout the central

mapped area, the basal conglomerate of the mudstone member is very
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crudely stratified and displays a very poorly sorted, slightly muddy
sandstone matrix supporting granule- to cobble -size, subangular gravel.

Minor intervals are clast supported and slightly imbricated .

All

conglomerate- bearing gravel dominantly composed of Pantano andesite is

moderate yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) and grayish purple (5 RP 4/2).
The basal conglomerate of the mudstone member in the central

mapped area is 20 m thick in measured section 2, but an unknown
amount of conglomerate has been eliminated by faulting.

In the northern mapped area the mudstone member basal conglomerate is rarely exposed. The best exposures are just south of the

railroad tracks in t:at SEI sec. 21, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. The conglomerate is very crudely stratified and is composed of a muddy sandstone
matrix supporting a chaotic mixture of granule- to boulder -size gravel.

The gravel is subangular and is lithologically dominated by red sandstone, but it contains tuff pebble conglomerate, limestone pebble conglomerate, and epidote- bearing breccia clasts unique to this exposure.
The basal conglomerate of the mudstone member in northern exposures

is grayish red (5 R 4/2) and of unknown thickness.
Throughout the mapped area the basal conglomerate of the mud-

stone member grades upward into matrix -supported normal- graded
pebbly sandstones , grading into thin -bedded sandstones .
sandstone -sandstone interval is approximately 100 m thick.

The pebbly
The pebbly

sandstones are crudely stratified and very poorly sorted and contain
granule- to pebble -size, subrounded gravel composed of volcanic rocks

and varicolored sandstones supported in a slightly muddy sandstone
matrix.

Bedding is thin and broadly lenticular with internal inverse
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Figure 10. Sandstone interval, mudstone member, Pantano
Formation, Cienega Creek, sec. 34, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. , Pima County,

Arizona
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and normal grading and occasional medium- to small -scale trough cross bedding.

The upper 30 m of the interval are dominated by thin- to

very thin bedded sandstones (fig. 10) . The sandstones are wavy, horizontally bedded to broadly lenticular, displaying sharp bedding planes.
Beds rarely display bifurcation. Very thin laminated mudstone partings
occasionally occur.

The sandstones are slightly pebbly and slightly

tuffaceous south of Cienega Creek, and they contain fresh biotite and
granule -size gravel arranged in horizontal laminations along or near

bedding planes or in small trough structures.

Pebble- to cobble -size

gravel occurs alone or in isolated aggregates with diameters exceeding
bed thickness. Parting lineation is rare.

Along the western edge of

sec. 2, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. south of Interstate 10, a 3- to 5 -m -thick ,
white calcareous tuff bed occurs within the sandstone interval and is
the source of granule -size gravel in overlying pebbly sandstones and
mudstones exposed in Cienega Creek.

The sandstones and pebbly sandstones are generally grayish
pink south of Cienega Creek and pale red north of the creek.

On the side of a small hill in the NEINEI sec. 28, T. 16 S., R.

17 E., plant fossils occur in the pebbly sandstone. The fossils are
silicifed, reedlike round stems less than 1 cm in diameter grouped in

aggregates of three to eight stems. Some of the aggregates are in
growth position but are sharply truncated by bedding planes. Individual stems and aggregates also lie on bedding planes.

The interbedded gradation from sandstones to mudstones is
rapid, occurring over 10 -15 m. The mudstones are horizontally bedded

and 5 to 10 cm in thickness.

Approximately 70 m above the sandstone
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interval, very thin to thin gypsum beds and subhorizontal veins appear
in the mudstones.

The gypsum occurs as fibrous clear crystals aligned

perpendicular to the walls of the bed. A sharp plane equidistant and

parallel to the walls splits the fibers. Mud fragments from the wall(s)
often occur along the plane. Cross Hill, an active clay quarry on the

border of secs. 26 and 35, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. exposes 200 m of
gypsum- bearing claystone and mudstone. The lower 100 m is mudstone,

grading to claystone, which composes the upper 100 m of Cross Hill.
The claystones contain rare thin interbeds of poorly sorted sandstones.
In poor exposures west of Cross Hill, sandstones become corn -

moner as interbeds in gypsum- bearing mudstones and claystones. ,The

sandstones are internally graded and rarely ripple marked and occasionally contain granule -size gravel composed of Rincon Valley granodiorite.

Across most of the mapped area the mudstones are pale red ( 5

R 6/2) to pale red purple (5 RP 6/2) but may be light olive gray (5 Y
5/2) to grayish green (10 GY 5/2).
Breccia Member

The uppermost lithology of the Pantano Formation is a massive,

chaotic sedimentary breccia composed of Precambrian Rincon Valley
Granodiorite, Cambrian Bolsa Quartzite, and Cambrian Abrigo Formation.

The breccia member is a very poorly exposed, forming the high

rounded hills in secs. 14, 13, 22, 23, 27, and 26, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
Discontinuous poor exposures extend southward through the centers of

sec. 35, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. and sec. 2, T. 17 S., R. 17 E. A small
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block of breccia occurs in Davidson Canyon near the northern boundary

of sec. 31, T. 16 S. , R. 17 E. The stratigraphy of the breccia member can only be crudely established due to the lack of exposure.

The contact between the breccia member and the mudstone

member, visible only in a railroad cut on the border of secs. 22 and

27, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., is a sharp concordant surface separating
matrix -free Rincon Valley Granodiorite- derived breccia from muddy

pebbly sandstone containing Rincon Valley Granodiorite as gravel (fig.
11)

.

The breccia member is also separated from the mudstone member

by a concordant sharp contact west of the mapped area in sec. 24, T.
16 s. , R. 16 E. in ,,,qua Verde Creek 500 m upstream from the confluence with Cienega Creek.

From a maximum estimated thickness of 50 m in sec .

23 ,

the

breccia member thins southward through secs. 26 and 35 and pinches

out south of Interstate 10 in the center of sec. 2. Accompanying the
southward thinning is southward compositional variation.

North of the

railroad tracks in secs. 14, 22, 13, 23, and 27, the breccia is composed
of Rincon Valley Granodiorite.

Southward into sec. 26, the composition

of the breccia grades to Bolsa Quartzite and into sec. 35 grades from
Bolsa Quartzite to argillaceous limestones of the Abrigo Formation.

The basal 10 m(?) of the breccia member as exposed along the

railroad tracks in secs. 26 and 27 is very crudely stratified sandy
breccia composed of granule- to cobble -size Rincon Valley Granodiorite

gravel supported by an arkosic, very coarse grained sandstone matrix
(fig. 12) .

Vertically, the sandy breccia rapidly grades into massive

matrixless Rincon -Valley Granodiorite breccia.

The horizontal extent of

Figure 11. Concordant
contact between breccia and mud stone members , Pantano Formation

sec. 22, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.,
Pima County, Arizona

Figure 12. Sandy breccia,
breccia member, Pantano Formation,

railroad cut, sec. 27, T. 16 S.,

R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona
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the sandy breccia is unknown , and these are the only exposures of the
breccia member in the mapped area that display a substantial matrix or
depositional organization.

The remainder of the breccia member is composed of angular

cobbles and boulders, some of which reach 3 to 4 m in diameter,
chaotically arranged in a sparse sandy matrix (fig .

13) ,

or in northern

exposures massive matrix -free Rincon Valley Granodiorite- derived
breccia.

The exposure of the breccia member in Aqua Verde Creek is

composed of massive matrix -free Rincon Valley Granodiorite breccia,

approximately 8 m thick, which upon close examination displays at least

three large channel structures.

Capping(?) the breccia member in parts of secs. 22, 23, and

14, T. 16 S. , R. 17 E. are locally brecciated intact beds of Bolsa
Quartzite, 2 to 3 m thick, which dip parallel to the underlying breccia
and may have been a continuous sheet prior to faulting.
Color of the breccia member depends on the dominant rock type
composing it.

Rincon Valley Granodiorite clasts impart a light- grayish-

green color to the breccia member in northern exposures . Southward
the Bolsa Quartzite and Abrigo Formation color the member light brown

and light gray, respectively.
The upper contact between the breccia member and the Nogales

Formation is not exposed in the mapped area.

The Aqua Verde Creek

exposure displays the breccia in sharp concordant contact with a
limestone -pebble conglomerate of the Nogales Formation.
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Depositional Environment

The Pantano Formation was mainly deposited by alluvial
processes on a series of alluvial fans or slopes with some gradation into
adjacent lacustrine and braided fluvial environments . As such , a brief

review of alluvial fan processes and deposits is warranted.

"An alluvial fan is a body of detrital sediments built up by a
mountain stream at the base of a mountain front"

(Blissenbach, 1954,

The fan forms a segment of a cone that radiates downslope

p. 176) .

from the point where the stream leaves the mountains, although "most

fan deposits occur as a series of alluvial cones that form a pediment
slope"

(Bull, 1972, p. 63) .
Downfan profiles of alluvial fans or pediment slopes are slightly

concave, and most average slopes of less than 6 degrees (Melton, 1965;

A channel is often incised into the upper part of a

Blissenbach, 1954) .

fan , emerging onto the fan surface about midfan at the intersection

point (Hooke, 1967)

.

A distributary channel network forms downslope

from the intersection point or, if an incised channel is absent, over the
entire fan.
Alluvial fans display downfan- downflow trends of decreasing

grain size and bed thickness, increasing sorting and number of channels, and changing depositional processes (Heward,

1978)

.

These

trends, or their opposing counterparts, within vertical sequences in-

dicate a shift in the locus of deposition on an alluvial fan.

In a

continental setting, alluvial fans may grade laterally into fluvial or
lacustrine environments.
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Calcium carbonate precipitated from ascending or descending
ground water is the commonest cement in alluvial fan deposits (Blissenbach, 1954).

Red coloration common to most ancient alluvial fan

deposits is by hematite derived from in situ weathering of ferromagnesian minerals contained in the sediment (Walker, 1967)

.

Bull (1972) recognized four types of deposits in modern alluvial

fans whose relative abundance varies with each individual fan.
1.

Stream -channel deposits:

Stream -channel deposits backfill

incised channels on the alluvial fan to create linear lenticular beds of
poorly sorted gravel and sand (Blissenbach, 1954; Hardie, Smoot, and
Eugster, 1978) .

Individual beds are generally less than 1 meter thick

and often display channeled contacts, internal normal grading, and
horizontal or cross -stratification (Bull, 1972; Gloppen and Steel, 1981) .
2.

Sieve Deposits :

Sieve deposits are formed when gravel -laden

stream floods, deficient in finer sediment, empty out of incised channels

at the intersection point depositing lobes of gravel, which act as sieves

to allow the infiltration of water and finer sediment but hold back
larger material (Hooke, 1967) .

With further sedimentation the gravel

interstices fill with finer sediment to form a characteristically bimodal
deposit of well- sorted clast- supported conglomerate with a poor fabric
and poor bedding (Bull, 1972) .
3.

Sheetflood Deposits:

Sheetflood sediments are deposited as

sediment -laden water emerges from channels at the intersection point

and spreads out into broad lobes or sheets with concurrent decrease in
depth and velocity of flow. A waning -flow pattern of braided channels

and bars develops with the ultimate deposit being "a sheetlike body of
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sand and gravel traversed by shallow channels that repeatedly divide
and rejoin" (Bull, 1972, p. 66) .

Sheetfloods form fairly well sorted

beds of sand and gravel, generally less than 1 meter thick that display
small -scale internal lenticularity and low -angle flat lamination (Bull,
1972; Collinson, 1978; Hardie and others, 1978)

.

Beds interpreted as

sheetfloods by Gloppen and Steel (1981) in Devonian fan deposits in
Norway are thin bedded, dominated by sand and granule- to pebble -size

gravel, display pervasive low -angle or flat lamination, and contain
isolated, outsize clasts deposited as flow abruptly waned upon leaving
the channel mouth.
4.

Debris Flow Deposits :

Debris flows are highly dense and

viscous flows of sediment and water that behave as a plastic mass
(Bull, 1972) .

Debris flows most commonly occur on the upper part of

the fan where there is no incised channel or if the size of the flow
exceeds the capacity of the incised channel, flowing over the channel
and its banks (Hooke, 1967; Bull, 1972) .

Factors that promote debris

flows include the availability of abundant sediment upstream from the

fan and brief but heavy rainfall to saturate and facilitate movement of
the sediment.

High matrix strength and laminar flow retards the

sinking and allows the transport of large clasts . Laminar flow also
allows the flow to move over underlying beds with no erosion (Fisher,
1971; Gloppen and Steel, 1981) .

As the debris flow comes to rest, or "freezes," it forms a
sheetlike deposit of very poorly sorted mud, sand, and gravel, with
larger clasts floating in a finer matrix and commonly protruding through

the upper surface of a bed. Bedding is thin to massive with indefinite
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or sharp contacts that are laterally discontinuous (Fisher, 1971; Bull,
1972) .

Most debris flows have an unordered fabric, but less viscous

flows may display a clast- supported imbricated fabric, inverse grading

over the lower part of the bed or the entire bed, and a laterally discontinuous laminated coarse sandstone capping (Fisher,

1971; Bull,

1972; Larsen and Steel, 1978; Gloppen and Steel, 1981) .
Basal Conglomerate Member

The crude stratification , poor bedding and sorting , and unordered matrix -supported fabric of sandy conglomerates, pebbly sandstones, and muddy ,-;- ndstones composing the basal conglomerate member

are indicators of debris flow deposition on an alluvial fan or slope.
Overall normal grading and thinning of bedding upsection suggest a
waning sediment source area.
Limestone and Sandstone Member

A braided fluvial- or alluvial -plain environment, subjected to
intermittent ponding and carbonate deposition, formed the limestone and
sandstone member.

The thin, lenticular, pisolitic limestones are a

product of restricted intermittent ponding with the presence of micrite
and a mud- supported fabric evidencing a low- energy environment
(Grimm, 1978) .

Broken pisolites and micritic intraclasts serving as

pisolite nuclei indicate periodic episodes of high -energy conditions.

In

the lower 25 m of the member, the limestones sharply bound, above and

below, normally graded sequences of pebbly sandstone, sandstone, and
sandy mudstone, which represent sandy braided outwash on an alluvial
plain.

Ponding añd limestone deposition occurred in one or a series of
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abandoned channels.

The middle part of the member not containing

limestones was deposited by continued braided- fluvial deposition without
ponding .

Clast- supported and imbricated conglomerate beds contained

within this interval probably represent longitudinal bars in mid- channel

such as described by Rust (1978)

.

Recurrence of limestone interbeds in the upper 50 m of the
member indicates renewed ponding in the area. The limestones charac-

teristically form the base of repetitive inversely graded sandstone and

pebbly sandstone sequences that suggest pulsating sheetlike or sheet flood deposition into the ponded areas. The sharp lower bedding plane
of an overlying limestone bed signifies the end of a depositional episode
and the resumption of ponding.
Middle Conglomerate Member

Facies I.

The basal 170 m of facies I of the middle conglom-

erate member is composed of thin -bedded, crudely stratified pebbly
sandstone containing small- to medium -scale trough cross -bedding de-

posited by sheetfloods on an alluvial fan or slope .

Upsection , a

decrease in sorting, loss of trough cross -bedding, and an increase in
grain size and bed thickness indicate transition into debris flow deposition.

Viscous debris flows produced matrix -supported, unordered

sandy conglomerates and pebbly sandstones.

Large gravel protruding

through bedding planes into overlying beds and deposition of gravel up

to 1 m in diameter attest to the high matrix strength of the debris
flows . Less viscous debris flows deposited beds , which are clast
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supported, imbricated, internally graded, and capped by laterally
discontinuous laminated sandstone.

Facies II.

Facies II conglomerate beds were formed by rela-

tively low viscosity debris flows .

Such flows are characterized by

turbulent rather than laminar flow conditions (Fisher, 1971) causing
erosion of underlying beds and the formation of sharp bedding planes.
Turbulent flow is also responsible for the inverse grading recognized in

the lower parts of most facies II conglomerate beds.

As low- viscosity

debris flows wane, sediment somewhat selectively settles to form normal

grading over the remainder of the deposit, commonly with a cap of
laterally discontinuous, laminated muddy sandstone. Interbedded muddy
sandstones occasionally bearing outsize gravel were probably deposited

by sheetfloods or debris flows of finer sediment.

Sandstone dikes, present in some beds, are escape structures
for water- saturated sand mobilized under the pressure of overlying
beds.
Andesite Member

The concordant contact between the Pantano andesite and the
underlying middle conglomerate member and the andesite's eroded upper

surface indicate deposition of the member as a flow.

Southward -

thinning of the andesite member is probably depositional.
Mudstone Member

The mudstone member is a fining and thinning upward sequence

representing waning alluvial fan deposition and gradation into
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depositional environments adjacent to the fan. The basal conglomerate,

although variable in certain characteristics across the study area, was
deposited by debris flows .

The debris flows ubiquitously produced

crudely stratified, poorly bedded and sorted, matrix- supported
conglomerates , sandy conglomerates , and pebbly sandstones.

Throughout the study area, the debris flow - deposited basal
conglomerate of this member grades upward into sheetflood- deposited

sandstones and pebbly sandstones marked by better sorting , thinner
bedding, and small- to medium -scale trough cross-bedding.

Thin,

horizontal stratification and large isolated outsize clasts evidence the
spreading of flows ì:+ Lo broad sheets with concurrent thinning and loss
of competence.

Interbedded, very thin to thin sandstones and mudstones
occurring at the top of the sheetflood sandstone interval represent
deposition at the toe of the fan on a relatively flat surface as pulsating
sheets of sand coming off the fan interbedded with muddy lake deposits
(Hardie and others, 1978) .

Mudstone and claystone, which form most of the member, were

deposited in a lacustrine environment adjacent to an alluvial fan , which

supplies the clay, silt, and occasional sand. Lack of mudcracks in the
mudstones and claystones suggests that the lake was perennial and that
most deposits were not subaerially exposed and desiccated.

The silt

and clay settled out from suspension or were deposited on the lake
bottom by dense, turbulent flows.

Occasional sandstone interbeds were

also deposited by flows of turbid sediment.

Rare ripple marking

indicates wind working of the water in shallower parts of the lake.
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Displacive gypsum beds and veins formed syntectonically during

deformation of the surrounding sediment.

The gypsum crystals grew

from the median suture plane toward the walls as the fractures dilated
(Durney and Ramsay, 1973) .
Breccia Member

The breccia member was deposited by a series of massive debris

flows and avalanches, which left an unorganized and unbedded deposit.
Minor exposures of bedded matrix -supported conglomerate were similarly

deposited by debris flows.

Large gravel size, massive bedding, and

lack of organization displayed within the breccia member suggest that

the debris flows that deposited the member were relatively large and

catastrophic, perhaps containing so little pore fluid as to verge on
being avalanche deposits.

CHAPTER 4
PROVENANCE OF THE PANTANO FORMATION

Paleocurrents

Imbricated gravel is the primary paleocurrent indicator in the
Pantano Formation .

Conglomeratic rocks , occurring from the base of

the formation to the basal portion of the mudstone member, provide
sufficient gravel imbrication from which to generate paleotransport

directions for various parts of the interval (Appendix B) .

Rough

cross -bedding provided paleocurrent information for the lower part of
the middle conglomerate member (fig.

14)

.

Parting lineations were

measured as paleocurrent indicators (Picard and High, 1973) in the
sandstone interval of the mudstone member in the SEINWI sec. 32 and

NE1 SE* sec. 34, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
Middle conglomerate and mudstone member beds from which

paleocurrent information was obtained were rotated and tilted toward the

east and northeast by postdepositional listric normal faulting of the
Pantano Formation.

Consequently, the removal of structural dip

required during paleocurrent analysis was performed with confidence in

the accuracy of resultant transport direction orientations.

Strata of the

basal conglomerate and lower conglomerate strata from which readings

were obtained are more complexly disturbed, and the resulting paleocurrent orientations may be less accurate.
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Figure 14. Pi- diagram of 19 poles to trough cross -bed hinges,
lower facies I of the middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation,
NEINW/ sec. 23, T. 16 S. , R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona. -- Diagram technique by Ramsay (1967) .
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The Pantano Formation displays different paleotransport regimes
above and below the andesite member.

Below the andesite, in the con-

glomerate member, overall westerly sediment transport was facilitated by

coalescing transport out of the north, northeast, east, and southeast
(fig. 15) .

In the southern mapped area, imbrication in the basal

conglomerate member, and trough cross -bed channels in the lower part

of the middle conglomerate member display westerly to northwesterly

directed transport roughly consistent with paleocurrents of the overlying middle conglomerate member in that area (fig .

16) .

Above the andesite, sediment of the mudstone member was

mainly transported in

a

northeasterly direction.

Paleotransport

directions in the basal conglomerate of the mudstone member are
variable.

In sec . 3, where the mudstone member directly overlies the

middle conglomerate member, westerly sediment transport is displayed in

conglomeratic rocks immediately above the contact, whereas in sec. 32,

conglomerate resting on the andesite displays northeast -directed
sediment transport (fig. 17) . In sandstones occurring above the basal
conglomerate of the mudstone member, the trend of parting lineations,
measured in widely separated exposures , are parallel to northeasterly

transport displayed by the imbricated conglomerate in sec. 32 (fig. 18) .
This trend suggests a dominantly northeastward paleotransport direction
for the mudstone member.
Gravel Lithology

Nineteen gravel counts were performed in coarse clastic rocks
composing 70 percent of the Pantano Formation, excluding the breccia

Figure 15.

Rose diagrams of pebble imbrication, middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation

Figure 16. Rose diagram of pebble imbrication, basal conglomerate membèr, and trend of
trough cross -bedding, lower facies I of the middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation

mudstone member, Pantano Formation
Figure 17. Rose diagrams of pebble imbrication, basal part of

Figure 18. Trend of parting lineations, sandstone interval of mudstone member, Pantano Formation
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member .

Gravel count locations (fig . 19) were chosen to display a

representative profile of the formation where it is best exposed in the
southeastern (measured section 1, locations

1 -10) ,

southwestern

(measured section 2 , locations 11 -15) , and north -central (measured

section 2, locations 16 -19) study area. Large gravel size and mono lithologic character made sampling of the breccia member impractical or
unnecessary .

The gravel counts were accomplished in the field by

marking off a 1 -m2 area and counting all gravel greater than 1 cm in
diameter within that area.

Care was taken to avoid areas dominated by

one or several large cobbles or boulders .

plotted in histogram form (figs.

19 -22) .

Results of the counts were

Total number of clasts per

count ranged from 302 -801.

Bisbee Group lithologies compose 67.5 percent of the gravel
sampled in the Pantano Formation ( table 3) .

Olive- green, red, and

beige sandstones derived from the Willow Canyon, Shellenberger
Canyon , and Turney Ranch Formations are accompanied by gray

laminated limestone of the Apache Canyon Formation as representatives

of Bisbee Group lithologies in Pantano Formation gravel (Schafroth,
1968; Finnell, 1971; Archibald, 1982) .

Light -pink to white rhyolitic tuff and light -gray quartz latite
porphyry are prominent and locally abundant gravel types whose origins
are known with some certainty .
36.7 -m. y . -old

area .

The rhyolitic tuff is similar to the

tuff occurring below the Pantano Formation in the study

The quartz latite porphyry is lithologically similar to the

61.2 -m . y . -old quartz latite porphyry dikes described by Drewes (1972)

in the Santa Rita Mountains .
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Figure 19. Gravel count locations
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Figure 20.

Gravel counts, basal conglomerate member and
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Figure 21.
Pantano Formation
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Table 3. Gravel types sampled in the Pantano Formation
Percent

Abbreviation

Description;

Source;

Total
Gravel
Sampled

Age

Gs

Olive -green sandstone;

Bs

Beige Sandstone; Bisbee Group;

Rs

Red sandstone; Bisbee Group;

Ls

Dark -gray to black laminated limestone; Bisbee
Group, Apache Canyon Formation; Early Cretaceous

Bisbee Group; Early Cretaceous
Early Cretaceous
Early Cretaceous

33
12
12

10

T

White to light -pink rhyolitic tuff; Eocene- Oligocene

8

A

Quartz latite porphyry; Eocene

6

V

Volcanic rocks , mostly andesite;

Tt

Andesite porphyry; Pantano Formation; Oligocene -

Tertiary ( ?)

Miocene

4.5
4

Gg

Olive -green quartzite;

source and age unknown

1.5

Q

Varicolored quartzite;

source and age unknown

1.5

Ps

Pale -purple sandstone;
Cretaceous

Bisbee Group(?) ;

Early
.3

source and age unknown

.2

source and age

.2

Tc

Tuff -pebble conglomerate;

Lc

Limestone pebble conglomerate;
unknown

Ec

Epidote- bearing breccia;

M

Miscellaneous

source and age unknown

.2
6
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Andesitic volcanics of probable Tertiary age and quartzites of
unknown age are minor gravel types appearing in many of the counts.
Granite, tuff -conglomerate, limestone- conglomerate, and epidote- bearing

breccia are very minor, but importantly distributed gravel types of unknown origin.

Pantano andesite, a locally abundant gravel type, has

an obvious derivation.

Gravel in the basal conglomerate member and limestone and
sandstone member is dominanted by Bisbee Group sandstones (fig. 20)

.

Variation of gravel composition between the two members is limited to

the presence of minor amounts of granite and purple sandstone in the
basal conglomerate member and the introduction of rhyolitic tuff and

quartz latite porphyry gravel in the limestone and sandstone member.
Differences in gravel composition between the limestone and sandstone

member and overlying facies I of the middle conglomerate member are

minor (figs. 20 and 21) . Because the limestone and sandstone member

is exposed only in the southern mapped area, it is inadvisable to
compare its gravel composition with that of the facies II conglomerates

exposed in the northern mapped area.
Within the middle conglomerate member variations in gravel
composition between southern facies I and northern facies II con-

glomerates are a difference in the relative abundance of shared gravel

types and the presence or absence of minor but distinctive types (figs.
21, 22, and 23) .

Laminated limestone, consistently composes 26 to 62

percent of the gravel in facies II conglomerates.

Varicolored sand-

stones compose most of the remaining gravel in both conglomerate
types.

Rhyolitic tuff, quartz latite porphyry, and volcanic gravel,
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Continued

Gravel counts, upper middle conglomerate member- -
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prominent in facies I conglomerates, are conspicuously absent from
facies II conglomerates as, conversely, green quartzite clasts are

present in facies II and absent from facies I conglomerates.
Vertically in the Pantano Formation, gravel composition varies
most between the middle conglomerate member and the basal conglomer-

ate of the mudstone member, an interval punctuated by deposition of

the andesite porphyry.

Where the andesite is not present and the

mudstone member directly overlies the middle conglomerate member, the

initial gravel composition of the basal mudstone member is similar to that

of the middle conglomerate member (fig.

24)

.

A rapidly increasing

abundance of rhyolitic tuff and andesite clasts upsection marks the
difference between the two members .

Where the andesite is present

over the remainder of the mapped area, variation in gravel composition
between the middle conglomerate member and basal mudstone member is

marked, as is lateral variation within the mudstone member (fig.

24)

.

Pantano andesite porphyry dominates the gravel composition of the basal

mudstone member in the central and western mapped area.

Visual

inspection of the basal conglomerate of the mudstone member in a wash

on the border of secs. 20 and 29 found the gravel to be composed of
100 percent Pantano andesite.

Northward, andesite porphyry gravel

diminishes in abundance and the conglomerate is again dominated by

Bisbee Group sandstones, but it contains tuff -pebble conglomerate,
limestone -pebble conglomerate, and epidote- bearing breccia clasts unique

to northern exposures (fig. 24) .
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Figure 24. Gravel counts, mudstone member, Pantano Formation

CHAPTER 5

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE
PANTANO FORMATION

The Pantano Formation was formed in a continental basin
dominated by alluvial fan , alluvial plain , and lacustrine deposition.
Location and composition of sediment source areas varied, developing

and changing in response to contemporaneous uplift around the basin.
The Pantano depositional basin and adjacent uplifted sediment source

areas formed in response to regional extension occurring during the
mid -Tertiary in southeastern Arizona (Coney, 1978; Shafiqullah and
others, 1978; Davis, 1981) .
A 37.6 -m. y. -old rhyolitic tuff upon which the Pantano Formation

disconformably rests effectively limits the maximum age of the formation
at the Eocene - Oligocene boundary .

Following deposition of the tuff , a

hiatus of unknown duration preceded deposition of the lowermost
Pantano Formation sediments.

Initiation of Pantano Formation deposition was a response to

uplift east of the study area. Alluvial fan deposition began adjacent to
the uplifted area and transported sediment westward into the area to
form the basal conglomerate member, a relatively thin, fining- upward
sequence of debris flow deposits. This sequence indicates minor relief

and proximity of the source area to the site of deposition. As relief
became subdued, alluvial fan deposition abruptly ceased and graded into

braided fluvial and restricted lacustrine deposition on a gently sloping
72
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alluvial plain.

The alluvial plain covered the localized basal con-

glomerate member fan and source area and received sediment from more

distal source areas to the east and southeast.

Composition of the

limestone and sandstone member gravel fraction is more varied than that

of the basal conglomerate member but is similar to the gravel compo-

sition of the facies

I

of the middle conglomerate member.

This

composition suggests derivation of the limestone and sandstone member
from newly developing middle conglomerate member source areas.

As uplift to the east and southeast progressed and relief
increased, alluvial fans forming adjacent to the uplifted front grew,
coalesced, and prograded westward and northwestward into the southern mapped area.

Vertical gradation from braided fluvial to sheetflood

to debris -flow deposition, occurring over the limestone and sandstone
member and facies I of the middle conglomerate member, illustrates

progradation of increasingly proximal alluvial fan deposits into the area.

Concurrent with uplift to the southeast and east, terrains to the north
and northeast were uplifted . The uplift supplied sediment to southward

and southwestward prograding facies II alluvial fan deposits.

The

basin formed during deposition of the middle conglomerate member was

bounded to the north, east, and southeast by increasingly uplifted
terrains . The result of this uplifting was progradation of a broad arc of

coalescing alluvial fans southward, westward, and northwestward into

the studied area.
Effusion of the Pantano andesite occurred when alluvial fan
deposition was at its maximum, transporting boulders 1 m in diameter in

proximal alluvial fan debris flows.

The andesite displays thinning
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southward and southeastward onto the alluvial slope, although the
thickness and areal extent of the flow were greater prior to erosion.
Structural activity accompanying deposition of the andesite effectively
terminated alluvial fan deposition of the middle conglomerate member.

Presence of the mudstone member above the 24.9 -m . y . -old andesite

indicates that deposition of the Pantano Formation continued into
Miocene time.

The short amount of time that preceded deposition of the

overlying mudstone member allowed the weathering of the upper surface
of the flow.

Conglomeratic sandstones and sandstones composing the lower
portion of the mudstone member contain unique gravel assemblages and

display northeast -directed paleocurrents.

These findings indicate the

presence of a new sediment source to the southwest during deposition
of the mudstone member. In the southeastern mapped area, conglomer-

atic sandstones that occur immediately above the base of the mudstone
member and display paleocurrents and a gravel provenance somewhat
similar to that of the middle conglomerate member may be a product of a
final late sedimention pulse off a foundering middle conglomerate member

source area.

These rocks rapidly grade upward into conglomeratic

sandstones bearing a gravel assemblage characteristic of the mudstone
member.

The remainder of the basal portion of the mudstone member

was formed by debris flows on an alluvial fan building into the area

from the southwest.

Vertical gradation within the mudstone member

into sheetflood- deposited sandstones and eventually into lacustrine
mudstones and claystones indicates retreat of the alluvial fan toward its
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waning source area and establishment of a lake over the entire studied

area.

Although poorly understood, the breccia member is envisioned

to have been deposited by a series of massive debris flows or avalanche
deposits , or both , southward into the area off of a suddenly developed

fault scarp immediately to the north or northeast. The breccia member

sediment wedge formed thickest adjacent to the uplifted front and
thinned distally.

APPENDIX A

MEASURED SECTIONS OF THE PANTANO FORMATION

Two sections of the Pantano Formation were measured and
described. Structure and limited exposure forced a fragmental compila-

tion of both sections.

Measured section 1 is nearly complete, excepting

only the andesite member, which pinches out just north of the section
traverse.

Measured section 2 is incomplete, containing only the con-

glomerate, andesite, and mudstone members.

In describing the measured section, Collinson and Thompson's
(1980) coarse clastic classification scheme was used.

The Geological

Society of America's "Rock Color Chart" (Goddard and others, 1948)

was used to accurately describe the color of the rocks.
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Measured Section 1

Base of measured section is in the NWISEINWI sec. 33, T. 16
s. , R. 17 E. on the southwest end of the northeast -trending ridge in
that area. Section ends at the eastern end of Cross Hill in sec. 26, T.
16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona.
Meters

Pantano Formation
Breccia Member
1.

Breccia, yellowish -gray (5 Y 8/1) and greenish -gray
(5 G 6/1); pebble- to boulder -size gravel, little
to no matrix, angular, locally composed of Rincon
Valley Granodiorite, Bolsa Quartzite, and Abrigo
Formation; basal 10 m locally display a stratified

coarse or very coarse sandstone matrix; unstratified; uT ter 2 to 3 m of member in northern exposures con. f :sed of semi -intact Bolsa Quartzite,

very poorly exposed, sharp base .

.

50

.

Mudstone Member
2.

3.

Claystone, light -olive -gray (5 Y 5/2), thin -bedded;
contains very thin to thin -bedded gypsum beds
. . .
and veins . .

.

.

100

.

.

100

Mudstone, pale- red -purple (5 RP 6/2), pale -red (5 R
6/2) and pale -red (10 R 6/2); slightly calcareous;
weakly indurated; very thin to thin -bedded; contains very thin to thin -bedded gypsum veins and
.
.
beds; base covered . . . . . .
. . . .

.

34

clay and silt,
very thin to thin -bedded; contains very thin to
thin -bedded gypsum veins and beds; strikes N.
55° W., dips 23° N.; base covered . . . . .
.

Mudstone, light -olive -gray (5 Y 5/2);

Measurement is continued in gypsum -bearing mudstones at the

western end of the Cross Hill clay pit on the border of secs.
26 and 35, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. Cross Hill rocks may slightly
overlap the top of the section measured in Cienega Creek.

Fault, N. 6° E., 61° E.
Fault terminates section, bringing it into contact with
west -dipping sandstone and mudstone of the mudstone
member.
4.

5.

Covered interval

.

.

.

.

.

20
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Meters

Mudstone member -- Continued
6.

Mudstone, pale- red -purple (5 RP 6/2), pale -red (5 R

6/2), and pale -red (10 R 6/2); slightly calcareous, weakly indurated; very thin to thin -

rare thin -bedded sandstones occur near
base; unit displays normal grading; bedding thins

bedded;
upward
7.

.

.

.

.

.

Sandstone and mudstone, yellowish -gray (5 Y 7/2) ,
pale -red (5 R 6/2), and pale -red (10 R 6/2) sandstones :

very fine to fine grained, rounded,

composed of quartz, moderately sorted; weakly to
moderately indurated; very thin to thin -bedded;
mudstone- sandstone ratio increases upward. .
8.

25

16

Sandstone with pebbles and sandstone, yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2); medium- to very coarse grained,
minor silt, sparse granule- to boulder -size gravel;
sandstone primarily composed of quartz, biotite,
and tuff; gravel primarily composed of tuff;
moderately indurated; very thin to thin -bedded;
sharp bedding planes; granule -sized gravel forms
laminations , lobes , or trough structures , large

gravel isolated or in aggregates, often breaking
.
bedding planes . .

9.

Pebbly sandstone and sandstone, pinkish -gray (5 YR

7/1), clay to very coarse sand with granule- to
cobble -size gravel, subangular to subrounded,
very poorly sorted; slightly calcareous; weakly

indurated; broadly lenticular; laminated to
thin -bedded, internal small- to medium -scale
trough cross -bedding; internal inverse and normal
grading ; bedding planes sharp ; rare , very thin
bedded mudstones; gravel often breaks bedding
planes
10.

13

.

.

.

.

Sandy conglomerate, sandstone with pebbles and
sandstone, pinkish -gray (5 YR 7/1) ; broadly
lenticular, bifurcating; very thin to thick -bedded,
rare parting lineation; internal normal grading;
rare interval small- to medium -scale trough cross bedding gravel often breaks bedding planes; rare
laminated mudstones; unit displays normal grading; bedding thins upward; strikes N. 27° W.,
dips 27° E; base covered.

15
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Meters

Mudstone member -- Continued

clay to very coarse sand,
angular to subrounded, very poorly to poorly

Matrix (sandstone) :

sorted ; primarily composed of quartz and rock
fragments ; slightly calcareous , moderately

indurated.
Gravel: granule- to cobble -size, angular to
subangular, very poorly sorted; composed of
tuff, vesicular and porphyritic andesite, and
varicolored sandstone . . .
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Measurement continued with similar lithologies in the bottom of
Cienega Creek approximately 150 m west of the boundary be-

tween secs. 34 and 35, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. and 150 m east of
the major north - south -trending wash in NEISE4 sec. 34.
11.

12.

Sandy conglomerate and pebbly sandstone, poorly
exposed, grayish -orange -pink (5 YR 7/2); crude
horizontal stratification.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded , very poorly sorted ; primarily
composed of quartz and rock fragments; slightly calcareous, weakly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to pebble -size, subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; composed of
varicolored sandstones and volcanic rocks . .

29

Sandy conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, sandstone
with pebbles, and sandstone, grayish- orange -pink
(5 YR 7/2) and moderate -reddish -brown (10 R
crudely stratified, discontinuous, non4/6) ;
parallel; unit displays inverse grading; coarsest
units display sharp erosional bedding planes.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; composed of
quartz and rock fragments; slightly calcareous, moderately indurated.
Gravel: granule- to pebble -size, subrounded,
poorly sorted; primarily composed of volcanic
.
.
rocks . .
.

18
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Meters

Mudstone member -- Continued
13.

Sandy conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, and sandgrayish -pink (5 YR 7/2) and
pale- reddish -brown (10 R 5/4) : horizontal and
lenticular; very thin to thick -bedded; crude
stone ,

trough cross -stratification; internal inverse and
normal grading ; bedding planes often sharp ;
gravel is matrix supported with coarser intervals
clast supported; unit displays inverse grading;
bedding thickens upward; strikes N. 12° W. , dips
45° E. ; base sharp.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand , subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
quartz and rock fragments; lightly hematite
pigmented; slightly calcareous, moderately
indurated.
granule- to cobble-size , subrounded,
Graved
very poorly sorted, primarily composed of
.
varicolored sandstones and tuff
Total mudstone member

.

83.5
507.5

.

Measurement continued in a roadcut on the northside of eastbound Interstate 10, SEiNW* sec. 3, T. 17 S. , R. 17 E. , 450
m west, 220 m south of the NE cor. , sec. 3, T. 17 S. , R. 17
E. At this location the andesite member is absent, and the
mudstone member rests conformably on the conglomerate
member.

Middle conglomerate member
14.

Conglomerate, sandy conglomerate, and sandstone,
pale- reddish -brown (10 R 5/4) and pale -red (10 R
6 /2) ; crudely stratified, lenticular; very thin to
thin -bedded; gravel is matrix supported, coarser
intervals clast supported, imbrication rare.
Matrix : clay to very coarse sand , subangular to
subrounded , very poorly sorted; arkosic;
hematite pigmented;
slightly calcareous,
weakly indurated.

granule- to boulder size, subrounded to
rounded, very poorly sorted; primarily

Gravel:

composed of varicolored sandstones

Fault, north -south, down to east

Eliminates minor amount of section

.

.

.

.

.

5
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Meters

Middle conglomerate member-- Continued
15.

Conglomerate and sandy conglomerate , pale- reddishbrown (10 R 5/4) and pale -red (? 0 R 6 /2) ; crude-

ly stratified; thick -bedded; internal inverse and
normal grading; gravel is matrix supported,
coarser intervals clast supported, minor imbrication; bedding planes gradational.
Matrix : clay to very coarse sand , subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; arkosic;
hematite pigmented.;

slightly calcareous , weak-

ly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder- sized, subrounded
to rounded, very poorly sorted; primarily
composed of varicolored sandstones

.

6

.

Section continued on east -bound Interstate 10
16.

Covered interval

17.

Conglomerate and sandy conglomerate, pale- reddish
brown (10 R 5 /4) ; crudely stratified ; thick

.

.

.

.

39

bedded, bedding planes gradational, sharp contacts rare; internal inverse and normal grading;
gravel is matrix supported , coarser intervals clast

supported , imbrication rare; gravel occasionally
breaks bedding planes ; poorly exposed.
Matrix : clay to very coarse sand , subangular to
subrounded , very poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pigmented ; slightly calcareous , weakly
indurated.

granule- to boulder -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
.
.
varicolored sandstones . .

Gravel:

18 .

43.5

Conglomerate , sandy conglomerate , pebbly sandstone , and rare sandstone , pale- reddish -brown (10
R 5 / 4) ; crudely stratified , lenticular ; thin to

thick bedded, gravel is matrix supported, coarser
intervals clast supported, imbrication rare; base
covered.

clay to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded , very poorly sorted ; arkosic;

Matrix:

hematite pigmented; slightly calcareous , weakly
indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; composed of varicolored
sandstones and volcanic rocks
.
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Meters

Middle conglomerate member -- Continued

Measurement is continued on north side of west -bound
Interstate 10.
19.

Conglomerate,

sandy

conglomerate,

pebbly

sandstone, and sandstone, pale -red (10 R 6/2);
crudely stratified; thin to thick bedded, bedding
planes gradational; internal inverse and normal
grading ; gravel is matrix supported, coarser

intervals clast supported, minor imbrication.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pigmented;
slightly calcareous, weakly
indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder- sized, subrounded,
very poorly sorted ; primarily composed of
varicolored sandstones . .
20.

66

Conglomerate , sandy conglomerate , pebbly sandstone, and sandstone, pale -red (10 R 6/2);

crudely stratified; very thin to thick bedded;
internal inverse and normal grading ; bedding
planes gradational; gravel is matrix supported,
coarser intervals clast supported, imbrication rare;
rare , very thin bedded lenticular mudstone inter beds present; unit displays inverse grading;
strikes N. 10° W., dips 40° W.; base covered.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subangular,
very poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pigmented;

slightly

calcareous,

weakly

indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
varicolored sandstones . .
.

Break in section across large north -trending wash. Measurement is continued approximately 150 m east of the wash in a
west -bound Interstate 10 roadcut, NEI SWI SE* sec. 33, T . 16

S., R. 17 E.
22.

Conglomerate,

sandy

conglomerate,

pebbly

sandstone, and rare mudstone, pale -red (10 R
6/2); crudely stratified, lenticular; very thin to
thin bedded; medium -scale trough cross -bedding;
gravel is matrix supported; unit displays inverse
grading; mudstones decrease upsection.

41
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Meters

Middle conglomerate member -- Continued

clay to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded , very poorly sorted ; arkosic;

Matrix:

hematite pigmented;

moderately indurate.

slightly calcareous,

granule- to cobble -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
varicolored sandstones and tuff

Gravel:

23.

Sandy conglomerate, sandstone with pebbles and
mudstones, pale -red (10 R 6/2); thin bedded,
bedding planes gradational; medium -scale trough
cross -bedding decreases upward; gravel segregated to distinct intervals, matrix supported; unit
displays inverse grading.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, predominantly
fire -, j o medium -grained, subangular to sub rouned, very poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pigmented ; slightly calcareous , moderately
indurated.
Gravel: granule- to cobble -size, subangular to
subrounded, poorly sorted; primarily composed of varicolored sandstones and tuff . . .

24.

.

32

Sandy conglomerate, sandstone, and mudstone, pale -

red (10 R 6/2), clay to very coarse sand with

granule- to pebble -size gravel, subrounded, very
poorly sorted; hematite pigmented; slightly calcareous, moderately indurated; very thin to thick
bedded, internal inverse and normal grading;
bedding planes gradational; sharp base . . . .
25.

38

6

Sandstone and mudstone, pale -red (10 R 6/2);
sandstone, fine- to coarse -grained, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; arkosic mudstone, laminated,

hematite- pigmented; slightly calcareous, moderately

indurated; very thin to thick bedded; internal
inverse and normal grading; strikes N. 10° W.,
dips 40° E.; base covered . . .

Measurement is continued approximately 1,100 m to the south

in an Interstate 10 roadcut. The roadcut is located on the
north side of east -bound Interstate 10 in the Si sec. 33, T.

16 S. , R. 17 E. , approximately 600 m east of the boundary of

secs. 32 and 33, immediately west of the large north -trending
wash in sec. 33.

22
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Meters

Middle conglomerate member -- Continued
26.

27.

28.

Sandstone, pale -red (5 R 6/2); fine to coarse
grained, subangular, very poorly sorted; arkosic;
hematite pigmented; slightly calcareous, moderately indurated; very thin to thin bedded;
internally laminated; base covered

Pebbly sandstone and mudstone, covered and very
poorly exposed . . .

1

63

.

Sandstone with pebbles, pale -red (5 R 6/2), fine to very coarse grained with granule- to pebble -

subangular, very poorly sorted;
slightly calcareous, moderately indu-

size gravel,

arkosic;

rated; irregularly bedded; medium -scale trough
cross -bedded
29.

.

.

.

.

6

.

.

Pebbly sandstone and sandstone, pale -red (5 R 6/2),
pale -yellowish -brown (10 YR 6/2), and
yellowish -gray (5 Y 7/2); fine to very coarse
grained with granule- to pebble -size gravel;
angular to subrounded, very poorly sorted;
arkosic; gravel primarily composed of varicolored
sandstone and tuff, slightly calcareous , moderately
indurated; very thin to thin bedded; internal
inverse and normal grading; abundant small- to
medium -scale trough cross -bedding;

voluted bedding base covered

occasional con-

30.

Covered interval

31.

Pebbly sandstone, sandstone with pebbles, and sandstone, grayish -red (10 R 4/2) and pale -red (5 R
6.2) ; coarse to very coarse grained with granule to pebble -size gravel, subangular, poorly sorted;
arkosic; slightly calcareous , moderately indurated; lenticular; very thin to thin bedded;

.

.

5

.

medium- to small -scale trough cross -bedded;
displays inverse grading; base covered . .

unit

.

.

.

32.

Covered interval

33.

sandstone
and
sandstone,
Pebbly
pale- yellowish -brown (10 R 6/2); medium to very

.

.

.

.

19.5

e

coarse grained with granule -size gravel, sub angular, very poorly sorted; slightly calcareous,
moderately indurated; thick bedded; small- to
medium -scale trough cross- bedded; unit displays
.
inverse grading

.

.

4
7

1
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Meters

Middle conglomerate member -- Continued
34 .

Sandstone with pebbles , pale -red (10 R 6 /2) ;
medium to very coarse grained with granule -size
gravel , subrounded, poorly sorted; slightly calcareous , moderately indurated; thick bedded . .
Total middle conglomerate member

.

1

495.3

.

Measurement continued approximately 150 m to the southeast

in the SEINEÌNW* sec. 33, T. 16 S, R. 17 E. at the base of
the large hill immediately east of the end of the current
measured units, approximately 620 m east, 365 meters south
of the NW cor. sec. 33, T . 16 S. , R. 17 E. Measurement
begins in the wash at the southern end of the hill.
Limestone and sandstone member
35.

Siltstone and sandstone, pale -red (10 R 6/2); silt
to very coarse sand, angular, very poorly sorted;
slightly calcareous, moderately indurated; thin
bedded; sandstones are inversely graded; base
covered

.

.

1

.

36.

Covered interval

37 .

Limestone and sandstone, pale -red (5 R 6 /2) ;
micritic limestone inversely grading to coarse grained calcareous sandstone; poorly sorted;
lenticular , poorly exposed; base covered . . .

.

6

.

0.5

38.

Covered interval

.

4.5

39.

Limestone and sandstone with pebbles, pale -red (5 R
6/2) ; micritic limestone containing medium to
coarse sand grading inversely into coarse to very
coarse calcareous sandstone with pebbles, angular,
poorly sorted; moderately to strongly indurated .

0.5

40.

Covered interval

5.5

41.

Limestone and sandstone , light -brownish -gray (5 YR

.

.

.

.

.

.

sparsely sandy, oolitic limestone, inversely
grading into medium to coarse, calcareous sandstone, angular sand, poorly sorted; strongly
indurated; strikes east -west, dips 40° N. ; sharp
6 /1) ;

base

.

.

.

1.5
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Meters

Limestone and sandstone member -- Continued
43.

Limestone and covered interbeds, light- brownishgray (5 YR 6/1); micritic; sparsely sandy, fine
to coarse, angular; thin bedded; base covered.

9

.

16.3

44.

Covered interval

45 .

Limestone and mudstone, light -brownish -gray (5 YR
6/1); limestones , pisolitic , oolitic , sparsely

.

sandy, fine- to very coarse grained, angular to
rounded; thin bedded.

46.

Covered interval

47.

Limestone, yellowish -gray

49.

50.

51.

2

.

.

(5 Y 7/2);

micritic;

scattered brown
s; pisolites often broken ; lenticular;

sparsely oolitic and pisolitic;
chert b1
sharp bar--,

48.

0.7

1

.

Sandy conglomerate, grading to mudstone, yellowish .
gray (5 Y 7/2); very poorly exposed .

.

20.8

Sandy conglomerate, grading to limestone, pale -

yellowish -brown (10 YR 6/2) and light -olive -gray
(5 Y 6/1); conglomerate, fine to very coarse sand

matrix with granule- to pebble -size gravel, very
poorly sorted; limestone, silty, micritic, sparsely
pisolitic , broken pisolites ; lenticular; thin to
.
thick bedded; sharp base. .

5.4

Mudstone, yellowish -gray (5 Y 7/2) , dark- yellowishorange (10 YR 6/6) , and moderate yellowish -brown
(10 YR 6/4); mottled, limonite pigmentation in
thin crosscutting and subparallel beds ; grada.
.
.
tional base . .

5.3

Sandy conglomerate and sandstone, yellowish -gray ( 5
Y 7/2); lenticular; thin bedded; base covered.

medium to very coarse grained, sub angular, very poorly sorted; slightly cal-

Matrix:

careous; moderately indurated.
Gravel: granule- to pebble -size, rounded, non -

spherical, very poorly sorted; tuff is the
.
.
.
most abundant gravel type. .

52.

3

Sandy conglomerate and mudstone, grayish -red (10 R
4/2) and pale -red (5 R 6/2) ; covered and poorly
exposed

13
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Meters

Limestone and sandstone -- Continued
53 .

Conglomerate and mudstone, very pale orange (10
YR 8 /2) and grayish -red (5 R 4 /2) ; crudely
stratified; thin bedded; unit displays normal

grading from conglomerate to mudstone followed by
inverse grading to conglomerate, sequence
repeated; base gradational.

silt to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; quartz and

Matrix:

rock fragments; slightly calcareous , weakly to
strongly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to cobble -size, rounded, non spherical , very poorly sorted ; primarily
composed of tuff and varicolored sandstones .
54.

4

Pebbly sandstone and sandstone with pebbles , pale yellowish -brown (10 YR 6/2) ; medium to very
coarse sand with granule- to pebble -size gravel,

subangular to rounded, gravel is nonspherical,
very poorly sorted ; slightly calcareous , weakly
indurated; crudely stratified; thin bedded with
heavy mineral laminations; displays normal grad.
ing ; base gradational . . . .

55 .

Sandy conglomerate, pale -yellowish -brown (10 YR
6 /2) , grayish -red (5 R 4/2) , and light -brown ( 5
YR 5/6) ; displays inverse grading ; sharp base .
Matrix: fine- to medium- grained, subangular to
subrounded, poorly sorted; hematite pigmentation increases upward; slightly calcareous ,
moderately indurated.
Gravel: granule- to pebble -size, subrounded to

rounded, very poorly sorted; primarily corn posed of varicolored sandstones . . .

56

.

57

slightly calcareous , weakly indurated; sharp base . . .

Mudstone , yellowish -gray (5 Y 7/2) ;

.

???

0.5

Sandstone with pebbles , pale -red (10 R 6 /2) ; very
fine to medium sand with granule- to pebble -size

gravel, subangular, very poorly sorted; hematite
pigmented ; slightly calcareous , moderately indurated; lenticular; sharp base .

58 .

0.5

0.2

Mudstone , yellowish -gray (5 Y 7 /2) ;

slightly calcareous , weakly indurated; strikes N . 80° till ,
dips 35° N .

.

.

.

.

1.5
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Meters

Limestone and sandstone member -- Continued

Measurement continued approximately 150 m to the southeast
in the NW *SE *NWI sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17 E. in the bottom
of and upstream of a north -trending small wash into which all
smaller washes to the west drain . Unknown amount of section
eliminated.

Fault, strikes N. 20° W.
Limestone, light -gray (N 7) to dark -gray (N 3) ;
micritic, slightly oolitic and pisolitic, nuclei of
some pisolites are limestone intraclasts

0.6

60.

Covered interval

9

61.

Pebbly sandstone and sandstone with pebbles , grayish red (5 R 4/2); horizontal and lenticular strati-

59.

fication;
covered.
Matrix:

.

.

very thin

to

.

.

thin bedded;

base

fine- to very coarse grained, subangular,, very poorly sorted ; arkosic ; hematite
slightly calcareous, moderately

pigmented;

indurated.
Gravel: granule- to cobble -size, subrounded to

rounded, nonspherical, very poorly sorted;
primarily composed of tuff and varicolored
.
.
sandstone . .

62.

Covered interval

63.

Limestone, brownish -gray (5 YR 4/1); recrystallized, pisolitic; rare, angular, medium - grained
.
sand; sharp base. . .

2

1.5

.

2

64.

Covered interval, littered with thin -bedded limestone

65.

Limestone, light- brownish -gray (5 YR 6/1) and dark gray (N 3) ; pisolitic, sparly sandy; very thin to
thin bedded; upper 0.4 m contains small red
chert nodules . .
.

1.2

66.

Covered interval

7.5

67.

Mudstone and limestone, light -olive -gray (5 Y 5/2);
mudstone, slightly calcareous, weakly indurated;
limestone, micritic, pisolitic; very thin to thin
bedded . .
.

.

.

1

1
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Limestone and sandstone member -- Continued
68.

Sandstone with pebbles and limestone, yellowish -gray
(5 Y 7/2); interbedded; sandstone, fine- to very
coarse grained with granule- to pebble -size gravel,

subangular to subrounded, very poorly sorted;

limestone, pisolitic, sparsely sandy; thin
bedded, bedding planes gradational; base covered
69.

Covered interval, yellowish -gray; silty slope
littered with thin -bedded limestone

70.

Mudstone and limestone, yellowish -gray (5 Y 7/2);
slightly calcareous mudstone capped by a very thin
bedded, recrystallized limestone; sharp base . .

71.

0.4

Sandstone with pebbles, sandstone, and limestone,
moderat,
(5 Y 7 /

eddish -brown (10 R 4/6), yellowish -gray
and olive -gray (5 Y 3/2); fine to very

coarse gravel, subangular, very poorly sorted;
slightly calcareous , weakly to moderately indurated; thin bedded; normal - graded sequence
.
capped by a thin, micritic limestone

Total limestone and sandstone member.

0.3
.

145.4

Measurement continued with similar lithologies approximately

40 m to the northwest on the north side of the first east -

draining wash in the NW *SE *NWÌ sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
Basal conglomerate member
72.

Sandstone with pebbles, sandstone, and limestone,

moderate -reddish -brown (10 R 4/6), yellowish- gray

(5 Y 7/2), and olive -gray (5 Y 3/2); fine to very
coarse sand with granule- to pebble -size gravel,

subangular, very poorly sorted; slightly calcareous, weakly to moderately indurated; thin

bedded; normal - graded sequence capped by thin
.
micritic limestone
73.

Pebbly sandstone, sandstone with pebbles, and
sandstone, moderate -reddish -brown (10 R 4/6);

crude horizontal and lenticular stratification; very
thin to thin bedded; unit displays normal
grading; base gradation.

4.3
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Meters

Basal conglomerate member -- Continued

medium- to very coarse grained, subrounded, poorly sorted; hematite pigmented;
slightly calcareous , noderately indurated.
Gravel: granule- to pebble -size , subrounded ,
Matrix :

poorly sorted; primarily composed of tuff and
varicolored sandstone . .
.

74.

6

Sandy conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, and sandstone with pebbles , moderate -red (5 R 4/6) ;
crudely stratified ; thin to thick bedded ; unit
displays normal grading; base covered.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pig mentated ;

slightly calcareous , moderately

indurated .
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, angular, very
poorly sorted; primarily composed of green
sandstone; heavily coated with hematite . . .
Total basal conglomerate member
Total Pantano Formation

.

.

.

.

.

39

.

48.3
146.5
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Measured Section 2

Base of measured section 2 is located south of Interstate 10 in
the bottom of Davidson Canyon and on its east side in the NWiNW1SE*
sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., on the sharp westward bend in the wash.
The section ends on the east flank of the large north -trending wash in
the SE1NE1NWi, sec. 32, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona.
Fault, striking approximately north-south, covered.
Meters

Pantano Formation
Mudstone member
1.

Mudstone, pale- red -purple (5 RP 6/2), grayish -

purple (5 RP 4/2), and grayish -green (10 GY
5/2);

slightly calcareous, weakly indurated; very
thin to thin bedded, often indistinct; sandy near
base; unit displays normal grading . . . .
2.

.

88

Sandstone and mudstone, pale- red -purple (5 RP
6/2); clay and silt to very coarse sands with
rare, isolated cobbles and boulders, subrounded,
poorly sorted; slightly calcareous , weakly to
moderately indurated; very thin to thin bedded;
unit displays normal grading ; bedding thins
upsection

38.5

.

3.

Covered interval

4.

Pebbly sandstone and sandstone with pebbles, pale brown (5 YR 5/2) and pale- red -purple (5 RP 6/2);
very fine to very coarse grained, angular to sub angular with subrounded to rounded granule- to
pebble -size gravel, very poorly sorted; gravel
primarily composed of varicolored sandstones;
slightly calcareous , moderately indurated ; crudely
stratified, discontinuous and lenticular, crude
trough cross - stratification common; thin bedded;
internal normal and inverse grading ; unit displays
normal grading; bedding thins upsection

.

.

.

a

.

o

.

.

.

.

Fault, striking N 10° E. , dips 80° E. , down to east, eliminates unknown amount of section

.

5

24.5
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Meters

Mudstone member
5.

Conglomerate, moderate yellowish -brown (10 YR 5 /4)

and grayish -purple (5 RP 4/2) , very crudely
stratified; thin to very thick bedded; gravel is
matrix supported with intervals clast supported,
imbrication rare; rare siltstone partings ; strikes
N. 13° E. , dips 25° E; base covered.
Matrix: medium- to very coarse grained, sub -

angular to subrounded, very poorly sorted;

slightly calcareous , moderately indurated .
Gravel: granule- to cobble-size , subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; primarily
composed of Pantano andesite porphyry . . .
Total mudstone member .

.

8.5
14.5

.

.

Measurement is cor: ..sued near top of the andesite 450 m
north , on the eastern slope of the hill immediately to the
west of the large north -trending wash in SW *NEINWÌ, sec.

32, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
Andesite member
6.

Andesite porphyry, grayish -red (10 R 4/2) ; micro crystalline groundmass containing euhedral to sub hedral plagioclase phenocrysts 1 to 4 cm in

diameter, phenocrysts compose 25% to 30% of rock,
rare mud clasts and streaks; common calcite vugs
and veins; basal 2 -3 cm, slightly vesicular,
yellowish -brown , plagioclase phenocrysts < 1 cm in
diameter, horizontally laminated fabric; upper 4 m
heavily weathered ; base sharp , slightly irregular
Total andesite member

.

.

.

.

Middle conglomerate member
7.

Conglomerate and sandy conglomerate with rare
sandstone and mudstone , pale -red (5 R 6/2) and
pale- reddish -brown (10 R 5 /4) ; crudely stratified ; thin to very thick bedded ; internal inverse
grading from mudstone to conglomerate rare;
gravel is matrix supported with clast- supported
intervals, imbrication common, upper 13 m grades
from pale red to pale reddish brown; vertical,

.

20

20.0
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Middle conglomerate member -- Continued

down to east faulting eliminates minor amount of
section; strikes N. 25° E. , dips 55° SE.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded , very poorly sorted; arkosic;
hematite pigmented; slightly calcareous, weak-

ly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
varicolored sandstones . .

.

113

Break in section measurement is continuous 150 m to the
southeast in a roadcut on the south side of east -bound
Interstate 10, NEiNW +SWi, sec. 32, T. 16 S., R. 17. E.
8.

Conglomerate, sandy conglomerate, and rare sandstone, pale -red (5 R 6/2) and pale- reddish -brown
(10 R 5/4); crudely stratified; thin to thick
bedded; internal inverse and normal grading;
gravel is matrix supported with intervals clast
supported, thin bedded; strikes N. 25° E. , dips
55° SE.
Matrix:

very fine to very coarse sand, minor
clay and silt, subangular to subrounded, very

poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pigmented;
slightly calcareous , weakly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
varicolored sandstone . .
9.

Conglomerate, sandy conglomerate, and sandstone,
pale -red (5 R 6/2) and pale- reddish -brown (10 R
5/4); crudely stratified; thin to thick bedded;
internal inverse and normal grading ; gravel is
matrix supported with intervals clast supported,
minor imbrication; sandstone interbeds are thin,
discontinuous to lenticular; strikes N. 26° W. ,
dips 57° NE.; base graded.
Matrix: fine- to very coarse grained, minor clay
and silt, subangular to subrounded, very poorly sorted; arkosic; hematite pigmented;
slightly calcareous, weakly indurated with
thick -bedded intervals, calcareous and
strongly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to pebble -size, subrounded,
very poorly sorted; primarily composed of
varicolored sandstone .
. .
.

234

.

130
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Middle conglomerate member -- Continued

Measurement continued in a roadcut on the north side of
west -bound Interstate 10 approximately 450 m east of
Davidson Canyon on the boundary of secs. 31 and 32, T. 16
s. , R. 17 E. The above interval displays numerous, small
east -dipping faults striking N. 26° W. to N. 25° E.
10.

Covered interval

11.

Conglomerate, sandy conglomerate, and sandstone,
pale -red (10 R 6/2); crudely stratified; thin to
very thick bedded, bedding gradational; internal
inverse and normal grading ; gravel is matrix
supported with clast- supported intervals;
sandstone interbeds are lenticular, thin bedded;
strikes N. 26° W., dips 50° NE.; base covered.
Matrix: clay to very coarse sand, subangular to

.

100

.

subrounded, very poorly sorted;

hematite

pigmented;

arkosic;
calcareous,

slightly

weakly indurated.
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; primarily
composed of varicolored sandstone
.

35

The section continued on the north side of east -bound Interstate 10 approximately 225 m east of Davidson Canyon in the
NWÌNWÌSE* sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.
12.

Covered interval

13 .

Conglomerate and sandy conglomerate, pale -red (10
R 6/2); crudely stratified; thin to very thick
bedded, gradational bedding; internal inverse and
normal grading ; gravel is matrix supported with
clast- supported intervals, minor imbrication;
strikes N. 30° W., dips 50° NE.; base covered.

.

100

.

clay to very coarse sand, subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; arkosic;
hematite pigmented; slightly calcareous, weakly indurated with thick calcareous , strongly
indurated intervals.
Gravel: granule- to boulder -size, subangular to
subrounded, very poorly sorted; primarily
Matrix:

composed of varicolored sandstones

.

35

.

Total middle conglomerate member.

.

744.0

Total Pantano Formation

.

938.5

.

.

APPENDIX B

ROSE DIAGRAMS OF PEBBLE IMBRICATIONS

Gravel imbrication data accumulated in the field are presented

as rose diagrams. Plotting and graphic representation of the rose
diagrams was performed by the program ROSEZ developed by G. L.
Cole in 1982.

This program is available from the programming library

of the Laboratory of Geotechnics, Department of Geosciences, The
University of Ariza-
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Figure 1B. Basal conglomerate member, Pantano Formation,
SEISW4 sec. 33, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona
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Figure 2B.

Middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation,

Interstate 10 roadcuts in the El sec. 31, T. 16 S. , R. 17 E.
County, Arizona
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Figure 3B . Middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation,
NE *NEI sec. 4, T. 17 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona
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Figure 4B .

Middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation,

Cienega Creek, center of sec. 39, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County,
Arizona
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Figure 5B. Middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation, Wi

sec. 21, T. 16 S., R. 17 E., Pima County, Arizona
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Figure 6B .

Middle conglomerate member, Pantano Formation,

El, sec. 19, T. 16 S. , R. 17 E. , Pima County, Arizona
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Figure 7B . Basal conglomerate, mudstone member, Pantano
Formation, Interstate 10 roadcuts, NE1NEi sec . 3, T. 17 S. , R. 17 E.,
Pima County, Arizona
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Figure 8B . Basal conglomerate, mudstone member, Pantano
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GEOLOGIC MAP OF A PORTION OF CIENEGA GAP, ARIZONA

DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

ALLUVIUM(HOLOCENE)
Oa

Gravel and sand -unindurated. Modern stream deposits.

Ov

Valley(ciene g a) deposits -mud and sand, unindurated. Deposits occur in modern stream
vaUeys and are currently being arroyoed. 0-6 m. thick.

Og

PEDIMENT DEPOSITS(PLEISTOCENE) -Very light- brown, moderately to well indurated gravel and sand.

Tn

NOGALES FORMATION(MIOCENE)- Pinkish -gray coarse grained sandstone and matrix- supported sandy
conglomerate. Weakly Indurated. Thickness unknown.

PANTANO FORMATION(MIOCENE AND OLIGOCENE)
Tpb

Breccia memb,- Matrixless, locally monolithologic sedimentary breccia. Composed of RIncon Valley Granodiorite,
Bolsa Quartz end the Abrigo Formation. Thins southward and pinches out south of interstate -10. 0-50 m. thick.

;

Mudstone member- Conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone in a normally graded sequence. The basal

conglomerate is laterally variable in character, in the central mapped area It is composed of Pantano Fm.
andesite. A calcareous tuft bed occurs in the sandstone interval south of Interstate -10 in sec. 2.
The mudstomts contain gypsum beds and veins. 500 m. thick.
Andesite member- Grayish -red andesite porphyry. Plagioclase phenocrysts compose 25-30% of the andesite. The

Tr,

andesite thins southward and pinches out near Interstate -10. 0-45 m. thick.
Conglomerate member -Pale -red, crudely stratified conglomerate. pebbly sandstone and sandstone in an inversely
graded sequence. 500 m. thick.

Limestone ant sandstone member -Red- and yellowish -gray pebbly sandstone and mudstone interbedded with
thin, plsolftic limestones. 145 m. thick.
Basal conglomerate member -Moderate -red, pebble to boulder conglomerate which normally grades to sandstone.
Rests discoeformably on rhyolite tuff. 50 w. thick.

'RHYOLITE TUFF(OLIGOCENE- PALEOCENE) -Light -pink, rhyolite tuff dated at 36.7m.y_ Rests in angular
unconformity om on th on Bisbee Group strata. 15 w. thick.
BISBEE GROUP(LOWER CRETACEOUS)-Red to green shale and sandstone of she Willow Canyon and
- -n_- oo ro.Tnotine. gray, laminated liencotonce of the Apache Canyon Formation, and *ha hnnal
Glance Conglomerate. The Glance Conglomerate rests nonconformably on Precambrian granodiorite.
CONCHA LIMESTONE(LOWER PERMIAN) -Gray,fine- grained cherry limestone. Fault bounded.

Pc

RINCON VALLEY GRANODIORITE(PRECAMBRI9N) -Gray to green, medium to coarse grained. Dated at

P- g

1450 m. y_

QUARTZ MONZONITE (PRECAMBRIAN) -Light -brown, medium grained. Fauh bounded.

Pcq

27

dashed
NORMAL FAULT -Showing dip. Bat and bar on downthrown side. Dotted where concealed,
where uncertain.

34

CONTACT- Showing dip. Dotted where covered, dashed where uncertain.
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Figure 2: Geologic map of a portion of Cienega Gap, Arizona.
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